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Playboy representatives arrive to shoot pictorial
by Pam Sheppard
news editor

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Playboy photographer David Chan discusses photographing for "Girls of the ACC."

Playboy magazine representatives arrived in Clemson Sunday
in order to photograph girls from
the university for the magazine.
The September issue, "Girls of the
ACC," will feature three or four
girls from each school in the conference.
According to David Chan, Playboy photographer, "We take three
or four from each school, usually a
couple of nudes, a semi-nude, and a
clothed model."
Approximately 40 girls from
Clemson are expected to apply
before the weekend deadline. 'They
don't have to have a perfect body,"
Chan said. 'The sparkle in the eyes
is the most important thing I look
at. Then, I look at the nose and
mouth because I can always trim
the body down a bit with the
camera or lighting or clothing."
The majority of the girls applying
from Clemson are not from the
area, according to Chan. "I think
the girls who come by here are a little different," he said. 'They're not
from around here; they're from out
of town."

University President Bill Atchley
announced this week that the
search for an athletic coordinator
was postponed in mid-March. The
position, • which he originally described as essential to the success of
his reorganization of the athletic
department, was postponed for
financial reasons.
"The position would take approximately $100,000 to fill because of a
salary, a secretary, travel expenses,
and other benefits," Atchley said.
"At the risk of being misunderstood
and people thinking I was under
pressure, I had to reevaluate the
situation."
The Athletic Council, which is an
advisory group to the president,
will take the duties which would
have come under the athletic coordinator.
According to Atchley, recent

state budget cuts prompted the
change. "I couldn't fill academic
positions," he said, "and the
Athletic Council, if worked with,
could do the same thing as a coordinator."
The Council, now composed of
faculty, staff, and students, must be
coordinated so it can play an active
role, Atchley said. "Phase one is in
effect. I've got to reorganize the
Council for better communications
and for a better checks and
balances."
Due to his original changes in the
athletic department, which part of
the Board of Trustees disapproved,
according to newspaper reports,
Atchley's status at the university
was questioned. Then, The State
newspaper reported last week that
some trustees wanted Atchley fired.
"So many rumors come around; I
just try to be quiet so I don't add to
them," Atchley said. T don't
understand the rumors; I just do

by Michael Albaneze
staff writer

Bill Atchley
what's right for Clemson University, and its academics is the most
important thing. If that's not good
enough, then I guess I can leave."
The Board of Trustees, which
meets Friday, does not have
Atchley's job status on the agenda;
but according to Atchley, they
should discuss the situation in an attempt to settle the rumors. "What I
think they should do and what they
do is somehow two different things,"
he said.

Inside
• Crane falls at the stadium construction site; see page 3.
• New major starts in the fall; see
page 5.
• Crosswalk victim is healing in
Redfern; see page 6.

• Gene Roddenberry, creator of
Star Trek, comes to Clemson;
check page 15.
• Clemson's annual Orange and
White football game is Saturday; see page 19.

become a Playmate, who is paid
$15,000, they almost have to be a
'10'," Chan said. 'This year the girls
are lucky because we're looking for
the 30th anniversary playmate for
1984. She'll make $30,000."
Over the last few years, an
amateur college girl's chances of
becoming a playmate have increased,
according to Janet Townsend, publicist for Playboy. A change in
equal rights attitudes has attributed
to the rise.
'The women are thinking for
themselves, which is a step, no matter what they do," she said. 'They're
more aware of their own bodies."
However, the most liberated applicants live out west. "Down in
Texas or out in California, they
have a tolerance for everything,"
Chan said. "I have great times in
those conferences because hundreds
of girls apply."
Playboy enjoys all the publicity,
according to Chan, but it has its
own style and principles and does
not ever plan to compete with
magazines like Hustler or Penthouse. "We set our own goals for
what we want," he said, "and we
want beauty; that doesn't always
have to mean nudity."

Reinstatement possible

Atchley postpones
athletic coordinator
by Pam Sheppard
news editor

Part of that reason can be attributed to Clemson's geographic
location. According to Chan, Clemson is in the heart of the Souths Bible Belt. Girls are traditionally more
reserved in the South than in other
areas throughout the United States.
"Clemson doesn't have as big of a
turnout all together," Chan said,
"because Southern girls are taught
that it's not proper to do these kinds
of things. They hold on to that
traditional way of doing things."
Other schools of the Atlantic
Coast Conference already visited
by the Playboy staff are NC State,
North Carolina, and Duke; and
Clemson's number of applicants has
been below the others. UNC had
the biggest turnout with approximately 75 girls. '
Each girl chosen by the magazine
receives a payment according to
how little clothing is worn. Completely clothed girls are paid $75;
semi-nude girls earn $150; and nude
models receive $300. 'The model
decides," he said. "It's simple,
though; the less you have on, the
more you get."
If the applicants want to pose as a
playmate they can make up to
$30,000 if chosen. "If they want to

• Opinions, Pages 12 and 13
• Campus Bulletin, page 14
• Flip-side, page 15
• Trailing the Tiger, page 24

All students know they can drop
a course, be dropped from a course,
or withdraw from a course; but
very few know it is possible to be
reinstated in a class that one has
dropped.
According to Registrar Stanley
Smith, "Reinstatement is the exception. The rule is, 'once you drop,
you're out.' It's rare that anyone
wants to be reinstated.
"Most situations involve dropping below 12 hours a semester,
which is the standard for full-time
enrollment where many scholarships and loans are concerned,"
Smith said. "There are different circumstances for each situation.
Faculty don't always have attendance rules, so we have to look to
other things.
'The.criteria for a reinstatement
are an approval from the department head and statements from the
professor," he said. "I may call the
faculty member involved to discuss
it, if necessary. It's an administrative judgment."
According to Professor of
Mathematics William Hare, 'There
is nothing to inform faculty of a
policy or policy changes." Professor Hare questions who should
make reinstatement decisions.
"I think it's a decision that should
be made by the academic side, not
the administrative," he said. "If we
are to have reinstatements, I'd like
to see a clear statement of
mechanics. Maybe they could send
the faculty a card with the information on it, like a drop-add card."

Vice Provost for Undergraduate
Studies Jerome V. Reel and Smith
said no written policy on reinstatement exists. Reel answered the
question of jurisdiction, stating,
"Since the registrar's office is
responsible for class registration, it
seems to fall into the realm of that
office."
There are no records, as such,
kept on reinstatement. 'There's no
list kept of reinstated students. I
may put a note on an add form and
initial it," said Smith. But, both
Smith and Reel feel that a form may
need to be developed.
Students who are dropped due to
violating an attendance policy
would not be reinstated unless the
professor would agree to it. "We
would honor such a drop," said
Smith.
According to Reel, "If you have
reinstatement, it has to be part and
parcel of the information every student has. However, there can't be
such strict rules on reinstatement
due to the particulars of each situation.
"The student needs to be made
aware of the consequences of his actions. However, the student must
give the adviser the opportunity
and the time to do so," he said.
A possible means for expediting
the advisory process, Reel said,
could be to develop a student data
base, which could tell advisers all
they need to know.
"The proper body to study the
issue is the Commission of Undergraduate Studies," Reel said. Vice
Provost Reel is the chairman of this
committee. The committee is made
see Reinstatement, page 10
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Police reports continued petty thefts

Peace Corps recruits
volunteers next week
by Karen Reynolds
staff writer
Peace Corps recruiters will be on
campus next week, April 11 through
13, for a "complete promotion
awareness week."
An information table will be set
up in the Student Union Plaza from
9 a.m. until 5 p.m. during these
dates. Tom Moore, director of
Peace Corps Recruitment, will
speak on "History of the Peace
Corps" in Hardin Hall Auditorium
at 6:30 p.m. Monday evening.
On April 12, there will be a symposium on "Agriculture, Natural
Resources, and Third World
Development: Problems and Procedures" in the Plant and Animal
Sciences Building from 9:30 a.m.
until 12 noon. That afternoon the
movie "Do You Speak Agriculture?"
will be shown in the P&AS Building, room F-149, from 1 p.m. until
3 p.m. A panel discussion will follow.
The movie 'Toughest Job You'll
Ever Love" will be shown April 13
in the Student Union, room 167,
from 9:30 a.m. until 12 noon. A
panel discussion, led by returned
peace corps volunteers, will follow.
There will be "Mini Peace Corps
Language Lessons" in the same
room from 1p.m. until 3p.m. that
afternoon.
The goals of the Peace Corps
have remained unchanged since its
creation in 1961: "to help promote
world peace and friendship; to help
developing countries meet their
needs; and to help promote mutual
understanding between the people
of the United States and those of
developing countries."
There are presently about 5400

volunteers in 64 different countries
in Latin America, Africa, Asia, and
the Pacific, according to John
Stewart, public affairs specialist for
the southeastern area of the Peace
Corps. Over 100,000 people have
volunteered with the Peace Corps
since 1960.
"Much of our recruiting is done
on college campuses since we are
looking for degreed individuals,"
stated Stewart. "Clemson is an important school because of its tremendous programs in agriculture,
math, and the sciences."
The basic requirements of a Peace
Corps volunteer are a minimum age
of 18, a B.S. or B.A. from a fouryear college, a willingness to serve
in a foreign country for 24 months,
and "a great deal of motivation," according to Stewart. An application
takes about six months to be completely processed.
A volunteer receives 8 to 18
weeks of training in the language
and customs of his assigned country. The training is usually given in
the assigned country.
A monthly allowance on the
average of $300 per month is provided for rent, food, travel, and
medical expenses, according to
Stewart. Also, $175 is set aside for
each month the volunteer works.
This "re-adjustment allowance" is
paid upon completion of the service.
There are several advantages to
being a Peace Corps volunteer, according to Stewart; for example,
some schools give credit toward
graduate work to return volunteers;
also there are advantages when applying for work in both the federal
government and the private sector.

COMING:

CENTRAL SPIRIT
INTERVIEWS!
APRIL 12 and 13
6 to 9 P.M.

SIGN UP IN
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICE BY APRIL 11

parked in the Rl parking lot. Two
mirrors were then stolen from a
moped in a Lever bike rack over
the weekend.
Petty thefts continued last week
Other incidents include the
in university parking lots, accordtheft of wire hubcaps from two
ing to Thea McCrary, university
investigator. Five petty larcenies cars. One took place in the R3
parking lot, while the other occurwere reported during the week of
red in the C4 parking lot. The
March 27 through April 6.
department has no suspects at this
time.
"We're working on a new program to stop these parking lot
thefts, and we should see some
Speakers were reported stolen
developments
in these cases real
from a car in the Mell Hall parking lot March 27. On the same soon," McCrary said.
In other police matters, two fire
day, a car parked in the R2 parking lot was broken into, and an alarms were set off by acccident.
One incident occurred when an
AM-FM stereo was stolen. Also,
emergency exit was opened in
over the Easter weekend, a
Harcombe. The other took place
cassette player and 13 cassettes
in Lever Hall.
were stolen from a car parked on
'There were a large number of
Parkway Drive, while an auto
battery was stolen from a car
by Troy Terry
staff writer

Police Beat

calls for transports of sick
students to Redfern this week,
also," McCrary said. From March
27 through March 31 university
police transported 17 students to
Redfern. There were 32 transports
from April 1 through April 6.
'This is a total of 49 transports
in one week," McCrary said.
'That's a lot of sick kids. They
really kept us busy, but that's
what we're here for."
McCrary also pointed out three
incidents of harassing phone calls,
which were reported; but no leads
have been found.
University Police also had to
remove an unauthorized person
from the football practice area last
week. No arrest was made.
"Overall, it's been a pretty quiet
week," McCrary said, "but we're
not complaining."

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL: SUMMER OCCUPANCY
RENTS FROM $135.00 PER MONTH & UP

Efficiencies

Contact:

l-Bedroom Apts.
2-Bedroom Apts.
3-Bedroom Houses

Family Homes, Inc.
P.O. Box 231
Clemson, S.C.
654-5750

FOOD STORES

fS&

THEBEST0F
THE ROCKIES IS HERE
12-OZ. BOTTLES - $2.99 / 6 PAK + DEP.

MANY POSITIONS AVAILABLE

BY THE CASE - $10.99 + DEP.

QUESTIONS: CALL
BONNIE BRAGG AT 656-8488

KEGS TO GO - $39.50 + DEP.

HOW MUCH SPIRIT
DO YOU HAVE?
«ft

BY THE CASE - $9.49 + DEP.
6 PAKS - 12-OZ. BOTTLES - $2.59 + DEP.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF MAGAZINES
233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Crane falls at stadium construction site Monday
by Michael Albaneze
staff writer
A 150-ton crane used in building
the new upper deck onto Death
Valley Stadium fell on its side at the
construction site Monday. According to Project Manager Bill Meyers
of the M. B. Kahn Construction
Company, "We're 99 percent sure
at this time that it was an operator's
error, but the matter is still under
investigation."
The problems could possibly
have been mechanical, Meyers said,
but this was probably not the case.
The operator was trying to move a
load when it outreached the crane's
capacity," he said.
Immediately following the accident, Bill Horton, site foreman,
recognized the situation as "just
one of those things."
The crane, which fell away from
the upper deck, did not injure any
workers at the site. "We were very

fortunate that it hit in a location
where nothing was damaged and no
one was hurt," Meyers said.
The damage to the crane itself
was estimated by Meyers to be at
several thousand dollars, and repairs
are expected to be made within the
next week. According to Meyers,
those extra expenses are rare. 'This
kind of thing doesn't happen all the
time, but chances increase as the
crane hours increase," he said. "It
should cost us several thousand
dollars, but we've got another crane
we're putting up to last us the
week."
Construction should continue on
schedule with the temporary crane,
and according to Meyers, no delay
was required due to the accident.
"We haven't stopped," he said,
"and we're really just looking at the
whole thing as an inconvenience."
The new upper deck's completion
is expected by the first home football game Sept. 3.

A crane at the stadium construction site fell Monday.

photo bv Mark Bailey

Possible new grading system preferred in survey
by Chuck Johnson
staff writer
Seventy percent of the 50
students recently surveyed by The
Tiger preferred a change in the present grading system at Clemson.
Forty percent of the students interviewed said a plus system similar
to the one used by the University of
South Carolina would be better
than the one being used at Clemson
now. The other 30 percent said a
plus-minus system would more accurately represent the students'
work in classes.
The basic concepts of each alternative grading scale are shown in
the table^
Earlier in the semester, the Student Senate's Academic Affairs
Committee did an indepth study of the two alternative grading scales
Each system was found to have
both good and bad points. The

Letter
Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+
C

c-

D+
D
DF

Plus-minus System
Grade
Points
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
.7
—

senate decided not to change the
present system, however, because it
was unsure of the students' feelings.
'It's just not fair to that student
who barely misses an A to get the

Letter
Grade
A
B+
B
C+
C
D+ .
D
F

Plus System
Numerical
Grade
Grade
Points
4.0
90-100
85-90
3.5
80-84
3.0
2.5
75-79
2.0
70-74
65-69
1.5
1.0
60-64
—
below 60

same grade as a student who gets a
low B," said John Rutherford, a
sophomore financial management
major in favor of the plus system.
"A plus system would provide

added incentive to students," Ray
Drew, a senator backing the plus
system said.
But, according to Danny Shook,
chairman of the senate's academic
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AM. FEDERAL
COMM. ROOM
(NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE,
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882-0963
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affairs committee, a plus-minus
system would provide more of a
balance than the plus system. 'The
plus-system might lower academic
credibility of Clemson," he said.
Beth Emerson, agreeing with
Shook, said, 'The plus system
would be just a gpr booster," She
said the system would just benefit
those with the pluses.
Cammie Dabney, a sophomore
computer engineering major, said a
change was needed and that the
plus-minus system was the better of
the two alternate plans, except in
one respect. "The plus-minus plan
makes it even harder than it is now
to get an A," she said. "As are exclusive enough as it is."
According to Student Senate
President Oran Smith, the plan
students prefer would be the one
needed. 'We want the feedback
from the students," he said.

s,

l

J

Painful problems of the back, hip
and legs most frequently are the
result of faulty alignment of one
or more of the spinal segments in
the lower back. The nerves branching out from these vertebrae control the lower extremities. If one
or more of these nerves become
"pinched" or irritated, pain,
swelling and loss of function
may occur. An understanding of
these problems can help you
avoid suffering and loss.

IF YOU ARE SICK AND TIRED
OF BEING SICK AND TIRED . ..
THEN TRY CHIROPRACTIC!
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS*FACULTY*
STAFF WELCOME

THE DENNIS YOUNG
CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
Phone 654-6697 • Hwy. 93 Between Clemson & Central

CONSULTATION AT NO CHARGE
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Draft registration required for federally funded financial aid
by Betsy Russell
staff writer
Last month, a federal judge in
Minnesota issued a restraining
order on the rule requiring that all
men age 18 or older, but not born
before 1960, provide proof of draft
registration before receiving Title
IV federally funded financial aid.
The Justice Department has ruled
that the restraining order applies to
all states, but it has not been determined the length of time the order
will apply or the degree to which the
order will apply, said Marvin Carmichael, director of financial aid.
'There is an underlying mood in
Congress to maintain some aspects
of the draft registration requirement," said Carmichael. However,
the Department of Education is going to relax its requirements in the
meantime, he said.
The Department of Education is
requiring certification from
students that they have fulfilled
draft requirements by responding to
a questionaire. "We're not requiring
it [certification]; we're suggesting
people sign a certification in lieu of
the time element," Carmichael said.
No verification of registration is required at this time.
If it turns out that certification is
required, it would happen in February of 1984. "It would be better if
we already had the certifications instead of having to hold students' aid
in the middle of the year while we
processed the certifications," Carmichael said.

restrictions won't be so apparent, he
said.
For example, there is no floor on
academic achievement and no need
for a co-signer. There are no restrictions on the amount a student may
borrow, and there is no deadline
currently set for applying for the
loan. The loan is also available to
students who are less than full-time,
but are half-time or greater.
'These things will make these
loans more accessible to more people," Carmichael said.
This program should be the second choice of South Carolina
residents, he said. South Carolina
residents should try the South
Carolina Guaranteed Student Loan
Program first, he said.
Also, if a student has already
borrowed once, Carmichael suggested
that he stick with that program.
Applications for the HEAF loan
program are available in the financial aid office, GOl Sikes Hall.

Work study update
"Last year, we were cut drastically
in the area of work study funds,"
said Carmichael. "We were able to
award work study funds to renewal
work study students," he said.
For the 1983-84 fiscal year,
however, he has received tentative
information that work study funds
will be increased substantially, he
said. T anticipate more work study
funds than we've ever had," Carmichael said.
In light of this, the financial aid
office is extending the April 1
deadline to students wishing to apply
for work study as long as the funds
New loan program
The university is now par- are available. 'This is particularly
ticipating in a guaranteed student for students who were interested,
loan program offered through the but were turned down in previous
Higher Education Assistance Foun- years because of a lack of funds and
dation (HEAF), located in West therefore did not apply this year,"
Virginia. This program is similar to he said.
other guaranteed student loan programs already available to students,
Financial aid awards
Pell Grant and other financial aid
Carmichael said.
This program may be par- awards are based on a payment
ticularly attractive to students who schedule that is received from the
have difficulties in procurring stu- Department of Education and Condent loans," he said. Income re- gress. The financial aid office will
quirements are the same as for all not receive this schedule until earlyGSLs, but certain other lender

to mid-May, and will make awards
by mid- to late-May.
'In the past, we have had to delay
award notification until late in the
year. We hope to have everything

. r ,
.i •
»
out by the end of June this year,"
Carmichael said.
Carmichael seemed optimistic
about the coming year. "I see the
coming year as a year when we can

be
KP of
nf more
morp service to students. We
have more money; we will be able
to make decisions quicker and get
notifications out more promptly,"
he said.

job outlook better for seniors
from it.
"More employers are hiring marketing and sales
people because they want to build their markets and sell
their products," he said. T don't know how permanent
The economy appears to be on an upswing, and as those jobs are, but those are the ones available now."
a result, May graduates are finding it easier to get jobs
Civil and chemical engineers, on the other hand,
than their December counterparts did, according to Al are having some difficulties finding jobs this spring.
Mathiasen, director of the placement center.
"Civils have been having problems," Mathiasen said,
'Tm starting to see signs of recovery [in the
"but I'm hoping that will change with the construction
economy] that will help May graduates," Mathiasen
said. 'Things are not as good as two years ago, but I upswing.
'This is the first year chemical engineers have been
think they'll be as good as last year."
hit this hard," he said. "Starting salaries are fantastic for
It is the turn around in the mental attitude of the
those getting jobs, but not many are getting them."
American public that has caused the improvement in the
Those having the most trouble finding jobs, howeconomy and the increase in the number of available
ever, are the people who haven't made any career decijobs this spring, Mathiasen said.
sions, Mathiasen said. "Even in good years those people
"We started the year out facing recession to depreget good jobs," he said.
sion conditions, and the job situation looked really don'tMathiasen
suggests seniors start their job search by
gloomy. Many employers cancelled interviews here
registering with the placement office, subscribing to the
because they didn't have any jobs to offer," Mathiasen
Alumni Bulletin, and filling out a placement card. He
said. "Now most people feel like we have come out of it. also suggests taking a course offered by the placement
"Employment will lag this feeling of optimism by X
center called "Occupational Choice," which gives ideas
number of months - they'll have to see recovery before
on how to organize a job search.
more jobs become available," he said. "But the high tech
"Don't just send out resumes," Mathiasen said. Tou
industries are starting to call us up from the West Coast need to get out and do what they call networking. You
and Texas, which is very encouraging."
need to make contacts."
The construction and pulp and paper inJobless graduates also have access to placement
dustries-both hard hit by the recession - are showing
center facilities, and placement cards are kept on file at
signs of recovery as well, Mathiasen said. Both have the center six to nine months after graduation,
started hiring again, which is another indication of an
Mathiasen said. If time is available, graduates may interupswing in the economy.
If the upswing continues, this year's December view through the center as well.
"A graduate can't preempt a senior, but if there's
graduates will benefit as well. "Unless something haproom on the schedule, 111 let them talk to the
pens, the job market looks very positive for next
companies," he said. A graduate can also write the comDecember's graduates," he said.
pany and request an interview while its representatives
Demand has been highest this spring for people in
are on campus. A company may even give priority to
marketing and sales, according to Mathiasen. This too is
in response to the recession and attempts to recover the graduate, Mathiasen said.
by Cindy Powell
associate editor

THE STUDENT ALUMNI
COUNCIL WANTS YOU!

GO TO THE MOVIES
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

'>

All it takes is your TV, a VCR and prerecorded video tapes from the Stage Door
Movie Store. Take your pick from 250 titles,
including the latest hits and the greatest
classics. Join our Movie Club for big
discounts. We're giving away free movie
rentals each week, so come in and register
(no purchase necessary to win).

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall

654-6567

FOR WHAT? OPEN HOUSE FOR
SAC POTENTIAL
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Thursday, April 18,
WHEN?
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ALUMNI CENTER
WHERE?
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I New withdrawal policy
Industrial Engineering reinstated
^ has little noticeable effect
by Janie Stevenson
staff writer
The new scholastic regulation implemented last fall, which limited
the number of hours a student
could drop with a "W," had little
recognizable effect on the number
of hours dropped this academic
year, according to Stanley Smith,
registrar.
The rule stated that each undergraduate student could withdraw
with a "W" from no more than 14
hours of coursework during the remainder of his or her academic
career at Clemson.
Transfer students were allowed
to withdraw from no more than 10
percent of the total work remaining
for a maximum of 14 hours of
coursework in their chosen
academic curriculum.
A student who exceeds the limit
shall have "W"s recorded as Fs at
the end of the semester, according
to the rule. Any variance from the
restrictions must be approved by
the provost or his designee.
"As of yet the new academic
regulation has not changed the
philosophy of the student," David
Flemming, schedule coordinator,
said. "It should be one or two years

&\JV

' before any noticeable effect is seen."
According to Smith, if the new
rule had been implemented as originated, with 14 hours for freshmen
and consecutively less for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors, significantly
fewer hours would have been
dropped.
"As the rule was implemented,
freshmen and possibly sophomores
and transfer students have been a
little concerned," Smith said, "but
juniors and seniors probably had
little reason to be more cautious
than before."
The decision to limit the number
of withdrawals was a solution to
the problem on how long the drop
date should be prolonged throughout the semester. The faculty
wanted a shorter drop period, and
the students did not, according to
Smith.
"As I remember, it was the
students' solution to be given a certain number of Ws with the same
amout of time in which to receive
them," he said.
"Obviously, to those students who
run out of W credits, the rule is going to seem unfair," he said. "I guess
well have to work with those students when the time comes."

by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor

Due to an increased interest in
industrial engineering in South
Carolina, the College of Engineering has set up a program to meet
the demand. The new Department
of Industrial Engineering will
begin operation on July 1.
'There is not an industrial engineering program in the state of
South Carolina, and these are
probably more in demand than
any single kind of engineer,"
James Chisman, acting head of the
new department, said.
According to Chisman, South
Carolina industry requires around
100 industrial engineers each year.
"Right now, they are either going
outside the state or retraining," he
said.
The department is expecting approximately 135 students for the
fall term. According to Chisman,
the majority of the students will
come from inside the College of
Engineering.
To handle the extra load, which
will include the addition of seven

new courses, two new faculty
members will be needed bv
August; and a full-time department head will be named by
January, 1984. One faculty
member from a related program
will also be added. The remainder
of the staff will come from present
systems engineering instructors,
according to Chisman.
*"Now we will have an undergraduate program as a base for
our Graduate Systems Engineering Program ]GSEP]," he said.
According to Chisman, other
positive factors include the
relatively low costs for laboratory
equipment. "No extra lab or classroom space will be required
either," he said.
The College of Engineering had
an IE program, but it was dropped
from the curriculum in 1967. "For
the last 10 years, there has been a
move to do this [reinstating the
department], Chisman said.
'Three years ago, when Dean
Jennette came, the effort was
taken seriously."
Mike Harnett, director of the
GSEP, drew up a proposal for a

James chisman :
new IE department two years ago
with the help of Chisman and
Jennette.
The State Development Board
is behind the move, according to
Chisman, because it will be an attracting factor to industries that
consider locating in South
Carolina.

^Become a part
of history;
write for The Tiger

THE FOLLOWING COURSES WILL
BE TAUGHT IN GREENVILLE
ON AN EVENING SCHEDULE
THIS SUMMER:
CpSc 210 Programming Methodology (TTh)
E&CE 429

Computer Organization (TTh)

ENGR 180 Engineering Concepts (TTh)
EG 110

Engineering Design Graphics (MW)

EM 202

Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics
(TTh)

ET 207

Introduction to Industrial
Engineering Technology (TTh)

IM 308

Principles ot Marketing (MW)

ACCT 804 Environment of Accounting (M)
ACCT 830 Advanced Financial
Management (W)

STUDENTS MAY PREREGISTER FOR
THESE COURSES DURING THE REGULAR
CLEMSON PREREGISTRATION,
APRIL 11-15. FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION, CALL CLEMSON
AT GREENVILLE TEC
(656-2025 or 271-3350).

FOR THE
REAL TASTE OF BEER
PABST IS THE PLACE.
1983 Pabst Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

The
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Agriculture Careers Day explores opportunities
**J
Ag Careers Day will be held in the McGinty Mall area on
Friday, April 8. The displays will be set up from 8 a.m. until
3:30 p.m.
,
.

___..,.
i
;,.„,m on
„A.
Union, Fike, and Jervey. Runners may also register at 8n
the

President's Council, proThe new plan,
Dlan. approved by the Preside:
vides a $10 fine for parking in restricted areas and a $5 penalty
for timed-space violations.
Multiple ticketing may result for vehicles parked illegally
in timed spaces at $5 per ticket after each additional 30-minute
period.
Pace said charges for parking in towable zones and in
handicapped spaces will not be changed.

morning of the run. There is a $5 charge for preregistered participants and a $6 fee for late registration.
T-shirts will be furnished to all preregistered runners and
to latecomers as long as the shirts last.
There will be volunteer help, Emergency Medical Service
personnel, restrooms, and water stations on the well-marked
route. According to Kim Walker, most of the running surface
The activities are sponsored by the various student
is paved.
organizations from the fields of agriculture. The events are
Proceeds from the race will go to the Clemson bertoma
designed to inform high school students of the many career op- Club, which sponsors many community events.
portunities in agriculture, according to Lane Jolley of the StuMortar Board, the national senior honor society, selected
dent Agricultural Council.
and initiated 33 rising seniors last week. All the selections were
Representatives from several companies that are related
based on the criteria of service, scholarship, and leadership at
to agriculture will be present to discuss careers for agriculture
majors. According to Jolley, the event will give insight into the
Gamma Sigma Sigma is sponsoring a Walk-A-Thon this the university.
All possible members were nominated by their peers and
many aspects of agriculture, ranging from forestry to Sunday to benefit the American March of Dimes. Winners of
professors and voted upon by the 1982-83 Mortar Board.
livestock, and of the massive agribusiness that supports our the eight-mile walk will receive kegs of beer or other prizes.
Registration for the walk will start at 1 p.m. Sunday at From over 140 eligible nominees, the following were invited
economy.
Gate 13 of the Frank Howard Stadium, and all students or into the society: Fleet Albrecht, Lyn Ballew, Suzanne
organizations interested in participating in the event should Birdsong, Cathie Bourne, Valerie Bresette, Dee Ann Chapman,
contact Angie Aimar at 654-9151 or Maura Burke at 8921 for Harriet Chipley, Jenni Eleazer, Beth Emerson, Hunter Foster,
Leslie Kay Foster, Page Greenwood, Lesley Grozier, Allyson
more information.
Hein, Kathy Hiller and Susan Hollinger.
The Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Other members initiated were Pat Hook, Laura McGinnis,
Management and the Clemson Sertoma Club are sponsoring
Ray Morgan, Keith Munson, Cynthia Pacewic, Sheryl Pitts,
their third annual road race Saturday, April 16. The first race
Chris Quek, Andy Ratchford, Trip Renfro, Kenneth Robinson,
begins at 9 a.m. at Littlejohn.
The current graduated-fine system for parking violations
There will be a 15-kilometer run, a five-kilometer run, will be replaced in the fall by a set-fine system, according to Greg Smith, Jane Spruill, Sheila Thornton, Mike Tucker, Jay
West, Lauren Whelpley, and Kathy White.
and a one-mile fun run.
Traffic Coordinator Bill Pace.
Registration forms may be picked up at the Student
btudent ii«i«.>-

News Digest

I
-->

Mortar Board selects members

Wa'lk-A-Thon benefits charity

Road race slated for April 76

Set-fine system in line for fall

Crosswalk victim moved to Redfern for recovery
by Debra Nesbitt
staff writer
Gaylia Hamilton, who was injured March
25 after being hit by a car while crossing
Highway 93 in front of Sikes Hall, was moved
from Anderson Memorial Hospital to
Redfern Health Center Monday.
Hamilton suffered a broken arm and
underwent surgery to repair torn leg tendons.
She also dislocated her upper arm.
Accoring to Hamilton, since the transfer
from Anderson, she has been "feeling much

better," and has been trying to make up
school work. She hopes to get an incomplete
for the spring semester, and then return for
summer school to complete the work.
The current crosswalk situation has
become a major concern for the junior
science teaching major since her accident. 'If
something is not done soon," she said, "someone will end up hurt worse than me."
A solution to the problem, she said, would
be to build an overpass, but a lot of money
would be involved. 'The expense should be
the least concern."
.

ffiHMSE STORE

AMffilCiS

SPRING JEAN SALE!
COWDEN JEANS
BOOT CUT AND
STRAIGHT LEG
$
Reg. 19.99 NOW ONLY s12.99

LEVI DENIM
JACKETS $

Reg. $39.99 NOW ONLY 19.99

LADIES' REGULAR
AND NEW PLEATED
DENIM SKIRTS
s

Reg. 27.00
NOWH9.99
PLUS—OUR LOW PRICE ON
LEE AND LEVI
PRE-WASHED
BLUE JEANS
$
16.99

MOCCASINS
LACE-UP AND
SHORT STYLES

I

2D Pumpkintown Hwy.
Lakeview Plaza
Pickens, S.C.
(Next to Winn-Dixie)

Greenville Mall
Greenville, S.C.

According to university President Bill
Atchley, action to correct the problem of
pedestrian safety has already begun. "I've
written the State Highway Department," he
said, "and when some of those people come
meet with us, I hope we can see what the
right solution is. But we can't do anything
until the highway department says we can."
The 2 percent recently returned to the
university budget cannot be used, Atchley
said, because action would have to be taken
before June 30, when Glemson's unused por-

tion of the budget must go back to the state.
"We just can't have it planned and designed
by June 30," he said, "and we dont' want to
jump into something that wouldn't work."
However, according to Atchley, temporary steps will be taken to help the problem until a permanent solution is found.
"Well take immediate steps in getting the
flashing lights lowered so people will see
them better," he said, "and well get hummers
[grooves in the road which make a sound as
the car rides over them]."

Electronic Engineering
and
Computer Science Majors:
AUGUST AND DECEMBER GRADUATES

It's Later Than You Think
A career opportunity at the National Security Agency (NSA) represents your
chance to participate in advanced communications or computer science projects
at the very cutting edge of technology. At the same time, you could be contributing
to the defense of this country as a professional careerist. This year, vacancies at
our central Maryland headquarters are at a higher than usual level in the following
fields:
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING—Opportunities exist in research
and development projects ranging from communications
engineering, design of LSI/VLSI circuits, speech research,
microprocessor applications, to advanced computer security
and networking technology.
COMPUTER SCIENCE—NSA has one of the largest computer installations in the world with almost every major vendor of computer equipment represented. A typical NSA career features a
mixture of systems analysis and design, scientific applications
programming, data base management, operating systems, computer networking/security, and graphics.
But these technological challenges, plus our progressive salary and educational
benefits may be made available only to those who apply at least three months
prior to their graduation. This lead-time is needed to research your security
clearance eligibility.
Does this opportunity seem worth considering? Several recent graduates from
your campus thought so, made their application in time, and now call themselves
NSA employees. If you wish to learn more while you still have time, apply for an interview by sending your resume (including summer address and phone) to:

Manager, Southeastern Recruitment Office

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
P.O. Box 4327
Atlanta, Georgia 30302
U.S. CITIZENSHIP IS REQUIRED
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I
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New Student Senate officers installed Monday
by Wendy White
features editor

i

Newly elected student senate officers for
the 1983-84 year were installed at this week's
Monday night meeting.
Oran Smith, a sophomore majoring in
political science from Greer, took over the
office of senate president, replacing Keith
Munson. Tim Hullihan, a junior from West
Palm Beach, Fla., majoring in design, was installed as senate clerk.
Lesli Allen, a sophomore from Columbia
majoring in administrative management, was
installed as senate secretary. Ray Drew, a
sophomore from Mullins majoring in computer science, was installed as president pro
tempore.
Nate Daley, a sophomore senator, will
replace student body president David Stalnaker as chairman of the judiciary committee.
A proposal concerning the restructuring of
the intersection in front of Sikes Hall was the
primary order of buinsess in the meeting. The
proposal recommends the combining of the
two intersections in front of Sikes into a
single intersection with a corresponding traffic
light and highway hummers.

The proposal also recommends that the
University Traffic and Parking Committee
approve the proposal at the next presidential
cabinet meeting and that President Atchley
gain the approval of the S.C. Highway
Department so the proposal can be implemented as soon as possible.
In other senate business, representative
Craig Allison of the Athletic Affairs Committee, proposed placing exercise bicycles for
men and women in a central location at Fike
athletic center. This would aid in keeping the
bikes in good repair, he said. The resolution
passed.
The Athletic Affairs Committee also proposed a postponement of the requirement of
athletes to pay an increase in room rates,
presently, most scholarship athletes, other
than football and basketball players, are
housed in inexpensive dormitories, such as
those located in the fraternity quadrangle.
If the athletes want to live in more expensive housing, such as Calhoun courts, they
would be required to pay the difference in
cost. The proposal to delay that requirement
was passed.
Senate treasurer Keith Stansell presented
the student government budget recommendations since debating and voting on the budget

-

p/ioto by Dan Snipes

Student Senate President oran smith gets sworn in by Ex-student Senate
president Keith Munson during Monday nights Student Senate meeting.
take place next week.
In his closing presidential report, Oran
Smith reminded the senators that the student
senate has gone on record as supporting
President Atchley. He also urged senators to
write to President Atchley and the Board of

Trustees to show their support. "If you support President Atchley, now it the time that
he needs you to show your support," said
Smith.
For related story, see page 9.

Nobel Prize winner speaks during Founder's Week
by Todd Dowell
staff writer
Stanford University professor
emeritus Paul Flory spoke at Clemson this week concerning synthetic
polymers and other topics relating
to chemistry. He lectured Monday
in Daniel Auditorium, Tuesday in
Brackett Hall, and Wednesday in
Earle Hall.
Flory won the Nobel Prize in
1974 for his polymer development.
At Stanford, he was a professor of
chemistry.
During his lecture in Brackett,
Flory, who holds more than 20

patents, lectured on molecular configurations. Using an overhead projector, Flory explained many diagrams and tables covering aspects
of configuration statistics. These included a Genya plot of Polystyrene,
comparing the intensity to kappa
and also a table of molecular
dimensions in amorphous
polymers. This proved that there is
a direct proportion between the size
of the molecule and its rotational
isometric scheme.
An advanced chemistry seminar
was also given by Flory, who is the
author of two major chemistry

books.
The R. C. Edwards Endowment
for Excellence in Science and
Technology sponsored Flory's series
of speeches.
His lecture on Monday kicked off
the celebration of Founder's Week.
Founder's Week ends Sunday with
the annual Honor and Awards Day.
The nine colleges in the university
will honor 1300 students.
Other activities of Founder's
Week include an Alumni Speaker's
program on "motivating for success"
and a faculty discussion on the issue
of strategic materials.

Experience a whole new world ... Join The Tiger!

CLEMSON OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
Your Off-Campus Way To Save Money
ACROSS FROM MR. KNICKERBOCKER

SERVING
QUICHE
EVERYDAY
WITH
CHOICE OF
SOUP or
CREAMY
4ERB SLAW
s
3.50

qAGELS & EGGS
95<r
EVERY TUESDAY
BUY ONE, GET ONE
HALF PRICE
9-3 Mon.-Fri.
11-3 Sat. & Sun.

Announces

PENTEL

PILOT

PRECISE BALL
LINER

MECHANICAL PENCILS
Adjustable pocket clip. Eraser
under cap. Automatic pushbutton lead feed.

Black (0.5mm lead} (P205A) Blue (07mm lead) (P207C)
Green (OSmm lead) 1PS05D) Yellow (09mm lead) (P2O0G)

■'■I

For thin strokes and smooth,
comfortable writing.

2.98
REG $388

l nii-IMM—MUMMMlfc

BUckihXSfiK)

IMutlHXSHKt

Rod (BX5-HI)}

89*
HKti SI IB

PILOT

RAZOR POINT

ESSELTE/OXFORD

Extra fine point writes smooth.

INDEX CARDS

MatkfSWIOPP-hK) BluwlSWIOPP-BEl Red (SW1UPP RD)

SPAHCO

Plain or ruled. White. 100 cards
per package.

694
REG 89*

PENTEL

ROLLING
WRITER

PENCILS
Premium pencils at a low price.

Fine point liquid ink pen

liMckiRIUOA) Red(RIOOti)

lllue (HllWt)

69$

REG «•*

SPARCO

LEGAL PADS

3"x5"
Plain (30)
Ruled (31)

4"x6'
Plain (40)
Ruled (41)

No. 2 Degree (505-2)
F Degree (505-F)
No. 3 Degree (505-3)

5"x8"
Plain (50)
Ruled (51)

VICTORIA SQUARE

39$ 69$ 1.10
REG.61C

REG. $1.07

REG. $1.72

* •% ■ JET
l.lj DOZ.
REG. $1.72

50 perforated sheets to a pad.
Canary stock. L- gal ruled two
sides.

654-6396

Good Old Days Sale

8'/i xll% (1011) £+ £*i\
REG. $10.32
O ■ DU DOZ.
814x14(1014)
REG. $11.40

/ . 32 DOZ.

5"x8"(l058)
REG. $6.00

3.60 DOZ.

■H

■

—

•
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photo by Mark Bailev

ThP snorts and Society conference was held on campus last week with
athlI?essS?h as "Sean Joe' Greene, Janet Cuthrie, and Dave Shultz present.

photo by Mark Bailev

ncluded drugs in the NFL, players' strike, sex discrimination, and the
Topics i
media and athletes.

Sports in Society Conference hosts major athletes
Speakers express problems with professional sports
Wednesday evening with her keynote address on the problems
a woman faces in a male-dominated sport.
Guthrie cited physical, social, and economic problems,
which she and other females face in the male athletic world.
"Men and women can compete equally in racing,".said
Guthrie. "Size and strength are not what counts. Emotional
detachment, cooperation, intense concentration, and a strong
desire do count."
Social problems include building credibility with each
new crew, the credibility of the press, being successful in a
"macho" activity, and sexual insults and jokes, according to
Guthrie.
"If a female is successful in a 'macho' sport, then her activity
is downgraded," Guthrie said. The man has something to be
embarrassed about."

by Mary Shveima
staff writer
Clemson's third annual Conference on Sports in Society
was held March 30 through April 2.
"Mean Joe" Greene, Dave Schultz, and Janet Guthrie,
respectively, gave the keynote- addresses in Tillman
Auditorium, with public receptions following.
The topics ranged from athletic images and myths to the
athlete's rights and performances.
William Taaffe, a writer with Sports Illustrated, was the
featured speaker at Thursday's luncheon; and a presentation
on "Sports and Art" was given by Wayland Moore, an artist
and sports interpreter.

'»

Greene: "Mr. Nice Guy"
" "Mean Joe' was a farce," said Charles Edward Greene,
who used to play with the Pittsburgh Steelers. "When 1 played
at North Texas State University, the team was called the "Mean
Green Machine.' Some sportswriters in Pittsburgh got confused
and started calling me "Mean Greene.' "
During his 13-year National Football League career, the
6-foot-3 defensive tackle tried to dispel the mean image.
However, it was not until 1980, when he did an awardwinning commercial for Coca-Cola, that his true personality
was publicized.
"It [the notion of being mean] all came to an end with the
Coca-Cola commercial," said Greene. "The commercial did
what I had been attempting for 10 years."
The commercial bridged the gap between the athlete and
person and made him 'real" to the public. However, also added
to this was the responsibility not only to himself and his family,
but to the public, especially children.
"I try to convey to kids sportsmanship, teamwork,
responsibility, and sensitivity," Greene said, "especially sensitivity. A 'macho' attitude belongs in the movies; it is immature. I played football for 13 years but don't consider
myself 'macho.' "
Drugs in the NFL
Drugs and alcohol are 'macho,' according to Greene, and he
has no tolerance for people using drugs.
"Drugs in the NFL are a reality," Greene said. 'They exist
because drugs exist in society." Greene said he personally did
not use drugs.
Greene stated that "anyone caught with drugs in the NFL
should be banned for life.
"I have three children, ages nine through 14," he said. "I
wonder what they think of their father's profession when they
read this sort of thing."
Players' strike
At his Friday evening address, Greene also talked about
last season's players' strike. There were two essential factors—pride and money.
'The owners had the players' new proposals two years
before the strike but perceived the union to be weakened and
unorganized," said Greene.
Both the union and owners won the strike, and 32 percent
of the players will gain, according to Greene.

'Mean joe" Greene
Retirement
Greene retired February 9, 1981. "It was no longer any
fun; it was work," he said. 'Triday began to feel like Monday."
He now lives in Dallas with his family and is in the
restaurant business. Greene also makes personal appearances
and is a television commentator.
"I was fortunate," Greene said. "God has been good to

Schultz: from violence to crusade
"One thing that hurt hockey was the emergence of the
Philadelphia Flyers as the Broad Street Bullies," said Dave
Schultz in his keynote address Thursday night. Schultz was a
physical player on the hockey team from 1972 to 1976; he now
crusades against violence in the sport.
Schultz stated that the reason for violence in hockey was
the rule structure. According to Schultz, fighting is needed
because players need a safety valve to release frustrations; five
percent of the players fight.
Fighting became Schultz's way of playing. He earned
several nicknames, including The Hammer" and "Seargeant
Schultz"; however, it was all just an image.
"I was just filling a role," Schultz said. "I was rewarded the
more everyone liked it. Once I had developed the reputation,
if something happened, then everyone expected me to do
something. I couldn't back down when I wanted to."
Hockey is a business, and according to Schultz, the teams
used to actually sell the fighting.
Career and retirement
Schultz spent 11 years playing professional hockey. Four
years were spent with the Flyers, and two of those seasons
ended with the Stanley Cup championships.
"I was very fortunate to be in the right place at the right
time,'* Schultz said. "Some people play 10 to 15 years and
never play on a championship team."
Guthrie: problems in racing
Sex discrimination was Janet Guthrie's main obstacle during her 16 years in racing competition. Guthrie, the first
woman to race in the Indianapolis 500, opened the conference

Career and background
Guthrie first started competing in 1967 because it was "so
challenging, compelling." She bought, prepared, and maintained a Jaguar for the first five years of her racing career.
Guthrie won her first race in Sebring in 1970. Her best
finish at the Indy 500 was ninth on May 28, 1978, in a Texaco
Star Wildcat-Offenhauser.
In 1977, she was the top rookie in NASCAR races at
Rockingham, Charlotte, Richmond, Bristol, and the Daytona
500.
Guthrie has one piece of advice to females going into
male-dominated sports —"Go for it."
Taaffe: Media and the Athlete
No modern heroes, the change in sports journalism, and
athlete interviews were William Taaffe's three main points in
his address Thursday.
"You can't do it [think of a bonafide hero], said Taaffe.
"An athlete cannot be a hero to people who know all about
him.
"Get out of the gossip business. Don't forget the news,
Taaffe said, "but get back to solid reporting." In sports journalism, writers have gone from ignoring problems and
building up the team to an irreverence in writing, according to
Taaffe.
Taaffe listed boxers, hockey players, and race car drivers
as the best athletes to interview. The worst? - tennis players,
football players, and baseball players.
Moore: gifted sports artist
"I must be able to do all of these things [sailing, tennis,
swimming, and other sports] so that I can put them on
canvas," said Wayland Moore, during his Friday presentation.
"My job is to convey the spirit and moment of the athlete
on canvas," he said. "I have to work fast and under trying conditions."
His background includes a vast amount of experience in
the art field - newspaper editorial cartoonist, including one for
a Pulitzer Prize nomination; illustrator, Atlanta Braves
Graphics Director (he designed their uniforms in 1972); TV art
director; and agency designer.
Moore has had 123 exhibitions, including paintings for
the posters for the US Olympic Hall of Fame and Museum
(opening in 1984), and the Junior Golf World Cup.
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I Finance Committee decides organizations' budgets
Organizations

?

Oreanizafrinns

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

e

3

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Finance
Finance
Request < Committee

Accounting Club
$ 590.00 $ 235.00
Agriculture Economics Club
2,548.40
965.00
AG Engineering Student Club
3,970.35
655.00
Agricultural Mechanization
and Business
3,520.00
445.00
Agronomy Club
1,764.00
620.00
Alpha Psi Omega
1,770.00
0.00
Alpha Tau Alpha
1,137.00
275.00
Amateur Radio Club
952.00
235.00
American Association of Textile
Technologists
575.00
390.00
American Ceramic Society
1,110.00
975.00
American Chemical Society
1,525.00
625.00
American Dairy Science Association 3,569.00
710.00
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers
2,578.00 1,430.00
American Marketing Association
1,334.20
535.00
American Nuclear Society
2,055^00
290.00
American Society Civil Engineers
1,058.75
660.00
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
3,148.00
730.00
American Society of Personnel
Administrators
760.00
490.00
Angel Flight
2,710.00
960.00
1,901.00 1,405.00
APO
2,462.00
960.00
Arnold Air Society
ACM
820.00
715.00
Associated General Contractors
3,741.00 1,145.00
Associated Student Chapter/
635.00
American Institute of Architects
1,720.00
Biochemistry Club
1,405.00
345.00
9,644.00 1,430.00
Block & Bridle
610.00
75.00
Botany Club
4,392.90
635.00
Bowling Club
Calhoun Literary Society
2,825.00 2,595.00
Central Spirit Committee
3,585.48 2,825.00
1,222.00
500.0
Chi Epsilon
4,618.50 2,500.00
Clemson Aeronautical Association
2,237.00 1,060.00
Clemson Dancers
Clemson Rangers
1,399.40
590.00

by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
The Faculty Senate, in a special
session held Tuesday, voted in
favor of a resolution expressing the
senate's confidence in University
President Bill Atchley. The senate
handed down a 24-2 decision.
The meeting came in reply to
reports in The State last week. The
article said that there was a movement within the Board of Trustees
to remove Atchley from his position.
The paper said a recommendation to this effect might be made at
the board's meeting on Friday. An
advance agenda includes no mention of the topic, however. Thomas
McTeer, chairman of the board,
said, "I doubt if we discuss it. I don't
anticipate it."
Criticism of Atchley by trustees
surfaced earlier this year due to
dissatisfaction with parts of his
athletic reorganization plan.

DUPLEX
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
QUIET, CONVENIENT
DOVE CIRCLE
CLEMSON

®

868-2418

"NO HERPES"
Today's New Sex Symbol

A tasteful approach to a
distasteful dilemma. IV2" two-color
button lor you or a friend. $2. ea.,
3/$5. postpaid.
THE KNOW GROUP
Box 789, Huntington, NY. 11743

is
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

r^lamcj-ir. T lm'irar<-;fv

1?J-ISW> Club
fink
Clemson University Rodeo
Clemson Sailing
Clemson Snow Ski Club
Clemson Sports Car Club
Club Football
Collegiate Civitan
Community and Rural Development
Co-op Club
Council for Exceptonal Children
Data Processing Management
Association
Delta Sigma Nu
Dixie Skydivers
English Club
Entomology
Fencing Club
Field Hockey
Finance Club
Food Science Club
Forest Products Research Society
Forestry Club
French Club
Frisbee Club
Clemson University Collegiate F.F.A.
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Geology Club
German Club
Golf Club
Clemson University Gospel Choir
Gymnastics Club
Horticulture Club
Industrial Education Organization
Institute of Electrical &
Electronic Engineers
International Students Association
Joint Engineering Council
Lacrosse Club
Math Club
Medical Technology Club
Microbiology Society
Minority Council
Mortar Board

The search for an athletic coordinator has been suspended.
According to McTeer, Atchley
wants to control the situation by expanding the Athletic Council's
authority. Atchley attributes his
decision fo the financial situation.
McTeer said that a committee is
being set up "to discuss Clemson's
future and to improve communication between the administration
and the board."
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870.00
1,786.00
2,100.00
1,287.40
1,540.60
2,739.40
425.00
935.00
1,610.00
165.00
3,964.20
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4,064.50
1,577.00

460.00
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3,495.00
90.00
600.00
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460.00
590.00
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890.00
30.00
1,075.00
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685.00
490.00
140.00
1,845.00
2,400.00
1,300.00
610.00.

2,625.60
1,119.00
774.60
6,433.77
270.00
1,528.80
1,898.16
3,308.40
743.00

796.00
645.00
0.00
1,500.00
205.00
620.00
800.00
620.00
400.00

The senate's resolution expresses
"confidence in President Atchley
and its (the Faculty Senate's) desire
that he and the Board of Trustees
work together in such a way as to
enable him to continue to lead
Clemson University's quest for
academic greatness ..."
The Faculty Senate's vote of support was taken after considering
two amendments and a move to
table the resolution.

vs Mu
K4,. Beta
RDi-r» Psi
P*.;
75.
76. National Defense Transportation
Association
77. Clemson Outing Club
78. Pamoja
- 79. Pershing Rifles Company C-4
80. Pershing Rifles Hqs. 4th Regiment
81. Phi Psi
82. Pi Alpha Xi
83. Pi Mu Epsilon
84. Clemson Chapter of National
Association of Planning Students
85. Pre-Vet Club
86. Psychology Club
87. URC (Recording Society)
88. Rifle Club
89. Rod & Gun Club
90. Men's Rugby Club
91. Women's Rugby Club
92. Russian Club
93. Scabbard & Blade
94. Scuba Club
95. Society for the Advancement
of Management
96. Society of Black Engineers
97. Society of Engineer Technologists
98. Society of Physics Students
99. Society of Women Engineers
100. Sociology Club
101. S.C. Parks & Recreation Society
102. South Carolina State Student
Legislature
103. Spanish Club
104. Speaker's Bureau
105. Student Art League
106. Student Government
107. Student Nurses Association
108. AATCC
109. Clemson Water Ski Club
110. Wildlife Club
111. Zoology Club

The first amendment, proposed
by Robert Taylor, pointed to the
academic program as the basis of
the problems. "It seems to be the
fulcrum of this particular conflict,"
he said.
Bill Baron said, "I think we've
already expressed our opinion on
the athletic program several times
in some rather strong resolutions.
This is no longer the issue."
A second amendment was pro-
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505.00
905.00
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0.00
350.00
2,240.00
960.00
370.00
180.00
1,825.00

481.00
1,068.35
1,093.75
810.00
428.00
330.00
2,456.00

260.00
390.00
1,060.00
515.00
200.00
280.00
580.00

1,289.00 1,215.00
1,933.00
630.00
28,510.00 18,290.00
4,404.00
0.00
10,480.00 8,330.00
4,894.40 1,245.00
2,280.00
810.00
1,909.00 1,565.00
970.00
30.00
2,539.40 1,115.00

posed by John Bennett. This
amendment, adding a phrase concerning academic integrity, also
failed.
Final action was taken on the
original version of the resolution.
As stated in the final paragraph
of the resolution, each member of
the Board of Trustees is to receive a
copy of the resolution supporting
Atchley.

NO CIVILIAN BAND
CAN MAKE YOU THIS OFFER.
If you're a musician who's serious
about performing, you should take a
serious look at the Army.
Army bands offer you an average
of 40 performances a month. In everything from concerts to parades.
Army bands also offer you a
chance to travel.

It's a genuine, right-now, immeThe Army has bands performing
diate opportunity.
in Japan, Hawaii, Europe and all
Compare it to your civilian offers.
across America.
Then write: Army Opportunities, P.O
And Army bands offer you the
chance to play with good musicians. Just Box 300, North Hollywood, CA 91603
to qualify, you have to be able to sightARMY BAND.
read music you've never seen before and
BEALLYOUCANBE.
demonstrate several other musical skills.
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Varsity cheerleaders Rodeo Club seeks competition
chosen for 1983-84

in the pens next year and hopes to organize a home
match to be held there.
During rodeo matches, participants compete tor individual points and team points in riding events, such
The Rodeo Club was organized a year ago by as bareback, saddlebronk, and bull. There are also.the
several students with an active interest in rodeo. Ex- roping and steer wrestling events. Practicing for the
perience is not required to join, although several of the matches is up to the individual.
members are currently competing in matches.
According to one of the club's advisors, Mark
Many of the members of the club are riding stock for Grother who is a graduate student in Animal Science,
the first time because rodeos have just recently "Rodeo is unique in that it is the only sport you can
become popular in the southeast. Other schools in the ride professionally and still compete collegiately.
southeast such as Georgia, Tennessee, and Abraham You're not really considered a professional until you
Baldwin Agricultural College have also recently formed
compete for a living."
.
rodeo clubs. The Clemson rodeo club hopes to have
The governing body of college rodeo is the National
matches against these schools next fall.
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (NIRA). Many of
Before a rodeo match can take place, a good deal of the schools belonging to the NIRA offer rodeo scholarwork takes place behind the scenes. Sponsors aid in
ships to high school students.
financing the match and help with advertising as well.
Although the southeast is not thought of as a rodeo
Pens must also be prepared to hold the stock once they area, rodeo's popularity here has continued to increase
arrive at the arena.
according to Grother. Grother believes the rodeo club
Currently the club is working on building its own can be used to attract students to Clemson from other
practice pen and arena across from Tri-County areas where rodeo has always been popular.
Technical College. The club plans to have stock to put

I

by Chris Ray
staff writer

by Michelle Fort
staff writer
George Davis, a senior in
agricultural economics from Denmark, was named head cheerleader
for the 1983-84 season.
Fourteen other students will join
Davis on the new varsity squad,
which was selected Monday, April 4,
in Littlejohn Coliseum. The list includes Kathy Anderson, Beth
Cousins, Pat Hook, Sheryl Pitts,
Arian Roberts, Sherry Thrift,
Woody Binnicker, Rick Conte,
Randy Faile, Bill Goudelock, John
Mixon, Johnny Peden, Russel
Ragan, and Jay Watson.
According to Davis, a three-day
cheerleading clinic was held prior to
the April 4 tryout date in which 40
students participated.
Throughout the seminar, last
year's varsity cheerleaders taught
the prospective cheerleaders a
variety of cheers. However, only
one standard cheer involving three
stunts was used for the actual tryout. In addition to the cheer, the
ladies were required to learn a pompom routine and the men a fight
song.
Davis realizes the apparent unfairness involved when those cheerleaders teaching the clinics are also
vying for a spot on the squad.
However, Davis feels that in spite
of the present system, "the best
overall cheerleaders were selected."
Davis said, "1 wish there was a
way we could bring other cheerleaders in from nearby colleges for
three days to teach the cheers so
that the whole system of selection
would be more fair. But something
like this is not feasible at this time."
Complying with the rules outlined
in the student handbook, the judging panel was divided into two independent committees. Conducting
the interviews was the first committee, comprised of the cheerleader
advisor, Central Spirit head, Associate Dean of Student Life, Pamoja
advisor, a Student Senate member,
an independent student chosen by
the Student Body President, and the
former head cheerleader.
The second committee judged the
skills of the prospective cheerleaders. This committee was made
up of four cheerleaders from nearby
colleges, the new head cheerleader,
a student from the Minority Council, a student selected by the Student Body President, and a varsity
coach.

The judges scored the contestants
on a scale of one to five-in a variety
of areas including an interview, appearance, cheer, stunts, gymnastics, and either the pompom routine
or fight song. The highest possible
score was 30.
Davis has set four goals for the
new squad: to maintain a good rapport with the student body, to continue to represent Clemson well, to
create new ideas which would
replace redundant cheers, and to
improve last year's rating at the
NCAA Cheerleading Competition in
Dallas, Texas, where Clemson placed
eighth out of 20 squads.
'This year," said Davis, "I feel we
can do better because we have chosen
quality, hard-working people."

IIi(.ii LIFE
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up of the deans of the nine colleges;
three student representatives, who
are nominated by the Student
Senate, from the nine colleges; the
dean of admissions and registration; a prepresentative from the
library; and a Faculty Senate
representative from the scholastic
policies committee.
"Any member can raise any issue,"
Reel said. 1 expect the Faculty
Senate to come forward with a position in the not-too-distant future.
It's a learning question and a human
question. We'll have to look at the
possibilities," Reel said.
Registrar Smith said his office
would accept whatever the commission decides on.

on a 6-pack of
Miller High Life in 12 oz. cans
To Consumer: This coupon is good only on the purchase, of °"e 6;Pfck J
Miller High Life. One coupon per purchase on 1 required 6-pack. Offer valid
only in the States of Tennessee and South Carolina for adults of legal
drinking age.
Retailer- You are authorized to act as our agent for redemption of this coupon. We
w,ll reimburse you for the face value of this coupon plus 7C handling if you receive
"hi" coupon on the sale of the specified product and if upon request you submit to
the DLBIair Corp evidence of purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons pre, sented Coupon reimbursement is not to be deducted from Miller Brewing Company
distributoMnvoices. This coupon will not be honored if presented through outside
agencies"brokers who are not retail distributors of merchandisespecif'caHyau thorized by the D. t Blair Corp. to present coupons for ^mUm.m^ommiPE^
REDEEMED AND HANDLED COUPONS TO: D. L. BLAIR CORP.. P.O. BOX 4653F. BLAIH.
NE 68009.
TD

Reinstatement
proposed
continued from page 1

to Miller Time

F630583

$

SAVE 3.00

oner expires May 21. 1983 Void where proh.bited. taxed or restricted hy law

on a half barrel of
Miller High Life draft beer

To Consumer: This coupon is good on the purchase of one^alf barrel o« Miller High
Life One coupon per purchase on 1 required half-barrel. Offer valid only in the btates
of Tennessee and South Carolina for adults of legal drinking age.
To Retailer You are authorized to act as our agent for redemption of this coupon. We will reimburse
voufo the facfvalue of his coupon plus 7C handling if you receive this coupon on the sale of the
c erProduct and if upon request you submit to the D. L Blair Corp evidence o f purcha e, of
sufficient stock to cover coupons presented. Coupon reimbursementis no to beJeduc ed from
Miller Brewing Company distributor invoices. This coupon will not be honored "J^sfruea
through outside agencies, brokers who are not retail distr.butors of merchandi« spec.JicaMy
authorized bv the D L Blair Corp. to present coupons for redemption MAIL YOUR f™HtrlLY
REDEEMED AND HANDLED COUPONS TO: D. L. BLAIR, CORP.. P.O. BOX 4661F, BLAIR NE 68009.
H B300583

Olter expires May 21.1983 Vo.d where prohibited taxed or restricted t>y law
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College Bowl tests players' knowledge of trivia
by Malaine Reed
staff writer
"College Bowl is fun! It's not a brain drain
or a scholar's game." This is the word from
Tom Nadeau, the 1983-84 College Bowl
Chairman.
Tom described College Bowl for those of
us who have no idea of what it is and are too
scared to find out by attending a meeting. It
is an "intramural sport of the mind," testing
trivial knowledge of such things as street
talk, movies, television, old and new music,
history, science, math, and Vietnam.
A minimum of three people can play, two
people opposing each other and one
moderating (asking the questions). It is
preferable to have nine people play. This
allows for two teams of four and the
moderator.
You may be thinking, College Bowl? A
team sport? YES! Tom explained that in a
team of four, each player would most likely
have a special interest area that makes the
player an "expert" on that particular subject.
When a question comes up in that area, the
other team members refrain from "buzzing in"
to allow their "expert" the chance to answer
the question correctly.
The game is played like a game show.
There are eight buzzers, accompanied by
lights that come on when a player presses his
buzzer. The buzzers inform the moderator of
which player wishes to answer the question.
Once a player has "buzzed in," the others are
automatically locked out until the moderator
releases the buzzer.
There are two types of questions: tossup
questions and bonus questions. Tossup questions are the regular questions asked, and the
first team to "buzz in" gets the first chance to
answer. These are worth 10 points if correctly
answered and minus five points if the player
"buzzed in" before the question was com-

photo bv Malaine Reed

Tom Nadeau, left, and John Roberts answer trivia questions in a recent college Bowl match.
pleted and incorrectly answered.
If a tossup question is correctly answered,
a bonus question is asked. It is worth 20 to 30
points or more, depending upon the question. A typical game consists of two eightminute halves.
Questions for College Bowl matches are
purchased from Time Magazine. College
Bowl is funded in part by the University
Union, but major contributions come in the
form of grants from the Alumni Association.
"If it weren't for them, we'd have to close up

shop," Nadeau said.
Nadeau said that all types of students have
participated in College Bowl over the past
five years. He said, "Everyone I've ever met
[who participated] said Wow! I thought it
would be tough!'" He explained that people
realize they know the answers to the questions, but they are just not fast enough to
"buzz in."
You don't study for a College Bowl match.
"As a student, you're equipped," Nadeau
said. But College Bowl is not just for

students. Faculty and staff are also welcome
to participate.
Weekly intramural competition is held
during the fall semester. Teams, such as the
Mercenary Mobsters, Team Tylenol, Entropists, Scum, and The B-52's, compete against
each other, dressed as their team name implies, in order to psych out the opposing
team.
Nadeau said that the players on these
teams are observed, and the sharp ones are
asked to participate in practice sessions to
put together a strong team for regional competition. There is a regional College Bowl
match sponsored by the American Congress
of Unions every spring. There are 27 teams in
region five, which is Clemson's region.
College Bowl is one of a variety of other
sports sponsored by student unions in the
regional competition, with ping pong,
billiards, and bowling among the others.
Clemson's College Bowl placed eighth this
spring at the regional meet in Knoxville,
Tenn. This region also includes the
Carolinas, Virginia, Tennessee, and
Kentucky.
Nadeau said he would like to place first in
a regional match, which is the ticket to the
National Competition. Competing in the nationals would mean scholarships for Clemson
and national recognition in an intramural
sport of the mind. However, he conceded
that his goal is a few years down the road.
His immediate goals are to stir up more interest among the students here and to get a
rivalry going among various campus groups
and organizations, much like the rivalries in
other intramural sports, such as football,
softball, volleyball, and basketball.
Nadeau would like Clemson to be recognized not only for its muscle, but also for its
brains. "It doesn't matter what your grades
are," Nadeau said. "All it takes is a little guts
and being a little trigger happy."

Special offer for 35 mm piclure>takers

ACCU-SYSTEM
35
$
12 EXP.
24 EXP.
36 EXP.

4.99
$
8.99
$
13.99

Limited Time Special
Reprints 39C or 3/99C
Color Enlargement
Special
5x7
8x10

$

$

2.29 or 3/ 5.99
$
4.49 or 2/$7.99

OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31, 1983

TIRED OF HEARING ABOUT
HERSCHEL WALKER AND THE USFL?!
THEN COME TO THE ONLY GAME IN
TOWN WHERE THE PLAYERS WONT
GO ON STRIKE-IT'S THE

SPRING FOOTBALL
ORANGE AND WHITE
GAME
Ojk
SATURDAY, APRIL 9,
AT NOON
IN

DEATH VALLEY
COME WATCH THE FUTURE STARS
OF THE FALL OF '83 IN THEIR SPRING
PERFORMANCE. THERE WILL BE
BALLOONS AND TIGER PAWS
FOR EVERYONE.
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Opinion
Rumors must be ended;
academics come first
Here we go again. The Board of Trustees versus University President Bill
Atchley-take two. Lights, camera, action!
During the past week, the seemingly never-ending feud between chief
executive Bill Atchley and the Board of Trustees resumed with rumors that
Atchley will be axed in the near future.
The reason, according to Board Chairman Thomas McTeer Jr. -a breakdown
of communications over financial, academic, and athletic problems at the
university. But do all of these problems really figure into the basis of the trustees
rumors?
,
We think not. The one and only problem, instead, appears to stem from the
Board's overwhelming preoccupation with athletics. Or more specifically, the
organization of the athletic department-a department the board apparently
thinks should be headed by a supreme ruler probably in the form of -you
guessed it-Athletic Director Bill McLellan.
And why not McLellan for president if the rumors are accurate and the
trustees decide to oust Atchley. After all, the Board has supported McLellan and
not Atchley since the probation ordeal began last November. "Why fix the car
when it isn't broken?" one trustee said.
When the football program was placed on two-years' probation in
November, the university was forced to re-evaluate its priorities. Would
academics take the top position or would athletics gain complete control?
Atchley opted for academics and announced a reoganization plan designed
to clean up the athletic department and to put athletics in the proper
place-behind academics. And after several heated arguments, the Board gave its
grudging approval to Atchley's plan.
Now, it looks as though the Board of Trustees has withdrawn its support of
both Atchley and his reorganization plan, if it did ever back either to begin with.
In response to the trustees' move, Atchley backed down from phase II of his
plan and announced he would discontinue the search for an athletic coordinator
due to extreme financial difficulties at the university. But is Atchley telling the
truth or simply spinning a line to protect his job because he is being pressured
by the trustees? Again, such speculations are based upon rampant rumors.
These rumors are scary stuff, huh? To think a group of men as the Board of
Trustees, entrusted with the supervision of an academic institution, could allow
themselves to become so enamored with athletic success that they would risk the
university's reputation by starting rumors and allowing those rumors to spread.
Not only do such rumors, as those spread over the past week, damage the
trustees' integrity as a governing body; they also cast a dark shadow over the
entire university. During a time when the university is still under the cloud of
probation, it can hardly stand added public scrutiny.
Perhaps the Board of Trustees can learn a valuable lesson from its favorite
son, athletics. The key is teamwork. To be successful, the Board, Atchley, and
the rest of the administration must work together toward a common
goal-putting both academics and athletics in their proper places.
We can think of no better starting point for such teamwork to begin than at
Friday's Board of Trustees meeting. McTeer has said the Atchley matter is not on
the agenda for the upcoming meeting, but it definitely should be. The rumors
must be stopped for good so there is no doubt where the Board'stands on the
issue. Either voice support for Atchley, or come out and say he should be fired.
However, before making a decision, the Board and all others involved must
realize that at this institution of higher learning, academics must come first.
Otherwise, why do we exist?
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Footnotes
"Jim and I are going to become official members of the SOB Club of
America."— Student Body President David Stalnaker commenting on his and Student Body Vice President Jim Cuttino's plans for next year.
"It is like sex without an orgasm —if you can't close it, nothing
happens."-David Sparks, associate professor of marketing, comparing selling to
a process with which .students in his IM 308 class might be more familiar.
"What rumors?"-Thomas McTeer Jr., chairman of the Board of Trustees,
answering a Tiger question about the recent controversy between the Board and
University President Bill Atchley.
"I hope it's sunny tomorrow because I want to ride down there [Myrtle
Beach] with my top down. "-Associate editor Cindy Powell commenting on how
to stay cool when temperatures are warm.

Posing for Playboy:
not really a bad idea
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
and Wendy White
features editor

According to the fifth amendment, a
person is guaranteed "the right to life,
liberty, and property." So, when the
September issue of Playboy magazine hits
the newsstands, the Clemson community
should remember the Bill of Rights upon
which this country was founded.

Viewpoint
First of all, an 18-year-old girl has the
right to choose the direction of her life,
whether that be condemning Playboy or
posing for the magazine.
It's amazing how people can have the
time and energy to run their lives while
trying to set the moral standards of others
as well. Whether collecting $75 to pose
with clothing or accepting $300 for a nude
shot, a girl has the right to do what she

pleases with her body.
Why do we continually try to impose our
convictions upon others? If we weren't so
busy judging others, we wouldn't be so
blind to our own faults.
A chance to pose in Playboy could create
dozens of career opportunities for a young
woman who desires a modeling career. And
at the very least, posing for the magazine
would provide a job in a time when jobs
are hard to come by.
According to Joyce Townsend, Playboy
magazine publicist, "Every person has an
obligation as well as a right to make up his
or her own mind about what he or she
wants to do. We believe in free choice in all
facets of life."
So if you pass a girl on the way to class
next September and you recognize her face
from the magazine, don't first think about
her body; think back to the Bill of Rights,
it is her life; she has the liberty to do what
she pleases with it; and her body is her
own property^ thanks to the fifth
amendment.
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Opinion
Board of Trustees: 'Bill McLellan for president/ ?
The latest word from our infallible Board
of Trustees is that we need to oust
University President Bill Atchley. I'm sure
if our students gave serious thought to the
matter, they'd demand Atchley's
resignation, too.

Washington. It is time the Board of
Trustees started doing the job they were
elected to do — to preserve the reputation
and integrity of our fine university and to
let Dr. Atchley do the job he was hired to
do.

Letters

Mikell Murray

After all, isn't Atchley the primary
obstacle to the continuing excellence of our
football program? Isn't he the one who
insists oUr athletic program must be
restructured — even when the present
structure worked so very well in the past?
The existing structure gave us a national
championship football team (and three
years of probation). It provided us with
some of the nation's best coaches and
recruiters (some of whom were cited for
violations and forced to leave Clemson).
We should all take pride in our
upstanding and outstanding football
program, which has given Clemson
unparalleled notoriety, including a major
bowl appearance during the 1981 season
(and in-depth coverage during halftime of
the Pitt-Penn State game). This fine image
of Clemson University will, I'm sure, be
held fixed in the eyes of the nation for
some time to come.
Yet, even in its tremendous successes, our
athletic department has always paid tribute
(etc.) to, the fine athletes (and their friends)
who have given us such fame. How could
we ask for a restructuring of the athletic
department? Do we dare tamper with
perfection?
It is obvious to me, and I'm sure other
students must agree: Dr. Atchley must
leave. We cannot tolerate a president who
places mere academics over athletics. In
fact, Dr. Atchley has openly criticized the
"business" of college athletics through
national talk shows and newspaper articles.
Consider the damage this must create for
our College of Athletics. We need a president who can eliminate
the wasteful programs (such as a fine arts
center, new chemistry building, and an
improved library) and concentrate on doing
what Clemson athletics does best —winning.
With tuition increases to support our fine
athletic department and further cutbacks in
academics, I believe we can produce yet
another national football championship.
And isn't that what's important?
C'mon, Board of Trustees. Show us
where your priorities are. Ax Atchley!
McLellan for president!
David Parler

Petty politics
As a student of Clemson University, it
bothers me greatly to see a group of
respectable, outstanding citizens, such as
the Board of Trustees, playing petty
politics.
It is quite evident to me that
Dr. Atchley, in his endeavor to clean up
the mess in the athletic department, has
stepped on "too many toes." Dr. Atchley
has proposed a plan to keep this same
embarrassing situation from occurring a
third time. Dr. Atchley, however, has
obviously upset some people who stand to
lose something under his proposed
reorganization plan.
I fully support Dr. Atchley and his work
as the president of Clemson. I particularly
support his reorganization plan for the
athletic department. I wish, however, I
could say the same for the Board of
Trustees, which has appointed Dr. Atchley
to do a job and is now preventing him
from doing the job he was hired to do.
I challenge the Board of Trustees to stop
playing petty politics; leave that to Tip
O'Neill and his Democratic cohorts in

A big mistake
This letter is in reference to two articles
that were in the State paper last week
concerning possible trustee action to dismiss
President Atchley. I think if the trustees
were to carry through on their action to
terminate Atchley as president, they would
be making a big mistake.
I say this not only because Atchley has
done a good job as president. I don't think
that his overall record is the hitch for the
trustees. What they can't agree on is the
way in which he is approaching this mess in
the athletic department. Considering the
bruising that he took back in the winter
when his reorganization plan hit the press, I
don't think that the trustees can convince
me that he would be fired for any other
reason.
As I see it, they are resisting his action to
clean up the program; and to fire him for
this reason would send a message loud and
clear, not only to the state of South
Carolina, but to the whole nation, that
athletics rule at Clemson.
I am about to graduate from Clemson
and am not turning traitor on my school.
To the contrary, I am standing up for what
this institution is supposed to be founded
on —quality, higher education.
John Dickinson

Football university
I read in the Greenville News that
Dr. Atchley may be asked to resign by the
Board of Trustees. Then shortly thereafter,
I read about Dr. Atchley suspending the
search for a position which would have
overseen a department with a reputation for
unethical practices. The reason given was
financial problems.
I believe anyone who can get admitted to
Clemson can see through that. The "good
'ole boys" on the Board of Trustees do not
want their football university changed. The
students do, though, and it's a shame the
Board of Trustees has its priorities so
wrong.
If Dr. Atchley should be fired, it would
show the students and the nation watching
the university exactly what the priorities of
the Clemson leaders are.
Joel Wiggins

justified gripe
Until this point, my two years as a
Clemson student have given me nothing
about which to complain; but now all of
the recent developments about the scandal
with the athletic department and the Board
of Trustees have given me something.
Dr. Atchley has been trying to clean up
the mess made by the unethical actions of
the athletic department. Unfortunately, the
"good^ole" Board of Trustees has
hindered his actions repeatedly.
I am at Clemson for an education, not to
watch football; and maybe the trustees
should realize that an education is
something for which we pay at least $3500
a year. I believe the trustees are out of
touch with what the university needs.
I want to end my justified gripe by
stating that the students I have talked to
support Dr. Atchley and his efforts to

rebuild this university's reputation. We all
wish the Board of Trustees would also
support this university by supporting
Dr. Atchley's efforts.
William Hare

Athletic institution
Clemson University has one of the
smallest libraries of all ACC schools; it has
dilapidated student housing; it has archaic
equipment in the chemistry, physics, and
engineering departments; and it lacks
research funds in all departments. I think
it's safe to say that this university lacks
sufficient funds for academic purposes.
However, it seems we have plenty of
money for non-academic purposes: one
airplane, two upper decks, one alumni
center, at least eight police cars and a
couple of vans (whose sole purpose is to
write tickets), and $800 per year for each
football player's uniform.
I sincerely hope Bill Atchley doesn't lose
his job. He has tried to make an
improvement at this athletic institution.
However, it's up to us, the students, to
change things at Clemson.
We have to show that we want a good
education and not a rich athletic
department. The only way this can be done
is for the Board of Trustees to realize that
Clemson academics does not exist because of
the trustees, but rather the trustees exist
because of Clemson academics.
Joy Lasker

Poor taste
We feel it was poor taste to print the
photo, taken moments after the crosswalk
accident, of Gaylia Hamilton. As Gaylia's
roommates, we feel it is our duty to write
The Tiger and tell you how upsetting it was
to see the front page last week.
It was not only shocking to us, but to
Gaylia, her parents, friends, and others.
Your reason in printing it was supposedly
to increase the effectiveness of the article
and to help solve the problem. Instead,
your "effective" journalism became a blatant
case of sensationalism.
Gaylia was never contacted about plans
to print the photo. After she heard, she
called The Tiger to request that it not be
used. Gaylia was under extreme stress and
medication and was talked into consenting
to the use of a photo "in good taste" to
increase awareness of the danger of the
crosswalks. We disagree with what The
Tiger considers "good taste" and feel The
Tiger owes her an apology.
Crosswalk accidents should'not occur.
The problem still exists and will continue to
exist until some action is taken to solve it.
This is a plea to all students and faculty:
Make an effort to get involved — write the
highway department or sign a petition — to
resolve the crosswalk situation.
Renee Brown
Lane Edwards

Freedom of the press?
To what extent does The Tiger wish to
exercise its freedom of the press? At the
scene of the March 25 accident involving a
pedestrian struck down in a crosswalk,
bystanders watched from afar as a
photographer stood close to the helpless
victim and took pictures not only of the
accident scene, but of the victim herself.
Last Thursday's issue of The Tiger proved
that the said photographer is indeed a
member of The Tiger staff.
I have absolutely no desire to view a

picture in which the victim's face is shown
in a grimace of pain, and I fail to see your
reason for allowing such a photograph to
be printed. Granted, the accident is a major
news issue, but if a more suitable picture
was not available, none should have been
used at all.
The Tiger broke no constitutional
statutes, but, as a whole, demonstrated a
total lack of compassion in printing the
front-page photograph.
In the future, I should hope The Tiger
editors might exhibit a little more discretion
in drawing the fine line between news and
invasion of privacy.
Lynn McGirt

Clemson speedway
I originally intended this response to
your "Immediate Action Needed" editorial
to be printed in Braille for your
convenience, but taking into account your
policy of accepting only typewritten
responses . . .
Prior to reading your editorial, I believed
the twin flashing yellow signals at the Sikes
crosswalk to be staging lights not unlike
those found at dragstrips. Silly me! I also
believed the five yellow signs were the
silhouettes of a flagman who, in lowering
his arm, has signalled the race to begin.
Why waste the time of the University
Police Department who, after all, would
rather rub the varnish from their chair seats
than adopt the fascist attitude of handing
out speeding tickets7
Your editorial did make one other point
clear. Curiously, both injuries at the Sikes
crosswalk involved coeds. Rather than
squander taxpayers' money with tedious
committee action, why not simply ban
coeds from crossing Highway 93?
The solution seems obvious.
Charles D. Hall

No talent
My subscription to The Tiger staff's
publications seemed to lapse temporarily
during the week of your Buzzard issue.
After viewing a copy, which I received
from a friend, I can certainly understand
why a temporary suspension of mail
subscriptions occurred during that week.
Even though measures were taken to
limit circulation' to the student body and
exclude such readers as parents and alumni,
The Tiger should not be fooled by such a
vain attempt to preserve the dignity of The
Tiger and its parenting organization,
Clemson University. Many outsiders have
approached me with only appalling
attitudes toward the crude and profanatory
Buzzard.
Please do not misunderstand me. The
,idea of having a single satirical issue could
,be an excellent source for a highly creative
'and funny issue. However, this year's
publication showed no talent of which your
staff supposedly possesses a great
.abundance.
However fortunate it may be that
Clemson's name was omitted from The
Buzzard's front page title block and
editorial page credits, a cloud of
embarrassment and disgrace lingers since
The Buzzard's impact will always be present
as a lasting remembrance of one of
Clemson's many fine achievements.
In 20 years or so, I hope The Tiger staff
can show its high school and college age
children, with great pride, the illustrious
publication to which they contributed much
time and effort. Personally, I have thrown
mine away.
Scott Henry
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Come to the Block and Bridle Little North
American Collegiate Livestock Show Saturday,
April 9, at 8:30 p.m. The show will be located at
the University Bull Test Station. Everyone is
welcome.
The Rodeo Club Cookout, Saturday, April 9, at
7:30 p.m., will be held at the future rodeo arena
site located on the field across from Tri-County
Tec. and to the left of Woodburn barn. New
members are welcome. The price is $1 per person.
If there are any questions call 8877 or 882-9932.
There will be a Rodeo Club meeting Tuesday,
April 12, at 6 p.m. in room F150 of the P&AS
building. New members are welcome.
Come to the Block and Bridle meeting Tuesday,
April 12, at 7 p.m. in room A204 of the P&AS
building.
The English department will sponsor an English
Hour April 13 at 8 p.m. in 108 Strode Tower.
Students will read from selected passages of fiction
and poetry. Coffee will be available during the
hour.
The student organizations of the College of
Liberal Arts and the International Student Association are hosting the College of Liberal Arts' Picnic, to be held Sunday, April 17, at 2:30 p.m. on
Y-beach. Everyone is invited. Bring your own
basket.
Need facilities for your organization? Rent out
the Cutter. Call the University Union for details.
Contact the Coffeehouse Committee at 2461.
Anyone with suggestions for Short Courses, or
wanting to teach a Short Course for the Fall '83
semester, call 2461. Volunteers for the Union's
Short Course Committee are needed.
The French Club will meet on Tuesday, April 12,
at 7:30 p.m. in room 205 Strode Tower for a
general business meeting and to elect next year's
officers.
The French Club is hosting the 1983 French Ban-

quet Saturday, April 16, at 7 p.m. in the
Language House. Tickets are available in the
Language office at 201 Strode Tower. Everyone is
welcome.
Minority Council interviews begin this week.
Stop by Student Government to fill out an application and sign up for an interview. For more information call Michael Bracey at 4366 or Curtis Sims
at 7011 or 2195.
The Daniel-Edwards Band Boosters Club will
hold an ice-cream-day sale April 9 at the Clemson
Tigers' Orange and White Football Game. Ice
cream will be on sale at gates 1 and 13 from 10 a.m.6 p.m. Prices are $1 for two scoops and $1.50 for
an ice cream sundae. Proceeds from the sale will be
used to purchase new uniforms for the Daniel-Edwards Band.
The University Recording Society will have a
meeting Monday, April 11, at 9:30 p.m. in room
164 of the Student Government building. This
semester's album, funding for next year, and plans
for the summer and next year will be discussed.
For more information call Steve at 4479, William
at 7977, or Bron at 654-2665.
Come to the Gong Show, April 8, at 8 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium. Presented by Alpha Phi Alpha
and Alpha Phi Omega. Admission is $1 and
benefits Clemson Child Development Center.
CLASSIFIEDS
Tomorrow's jobs: All you need to know is in
this report of current government studies. Covers
all industries and states, including Alaska and
Hawaii. Cost is $8.75. Lyntel Research Department TA404, P.O. Box 99405, Cleveland, Ohio
44199. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Cure for munchies discovered. See coupons in
the Yellow Pages of your Campus Telephone
Directory.
Computer teachers needed for summer computer camps in South Carolina, North Carolina,
and Georgia. Will involve travel. Knowledge of
BASIC language necessary. Experience in teaching
and other computer languages a plus. Send resume
to P.O. Box 6107, Columbia, S.C. 29260.

Cruise-ship jobs are available-$14,000$28,000. Caribbean, Hawaii, world. Call for a
guide-1-916-973-1111.
Need a place for the summer? Koomy, 2 —
bedroom apartment, 1.5 miles from campus. Dove
Circle. Call Ginger at 654-4308.
Want an apartment for the summer only? A
room is available in a furnished apartment behind
Hardee's. Rent is reasonable and negotiable. Call
Mike at 2379.

pus. Located behind Clemson Theatre
Chanelo's. Call 654-1719 days only.

and

I

The new fad: hospital scrub suits. All sizes. Call
654-9167.
Here's your chance to use your selling skills to
earn high commission. See Yellow Page advertising for your Campus Telephone Directory and for
the Furman Directory. Send resume and letter describing previous sales experience to: Ms. Jan
Bolick, University Directories, P.O. Box 2154,
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

Bluebird nest boxes for sale-$5. Good quality
and a worthy cause. Call John Sweeny at 3111 or
Breck Carmichael at 654-5004 (night). Clemson
Wildlife Society T-shirts for sale-$3.50.
Need increased energy and stamina, help in hay
fever and sinus congestion? Try Bee Pollen food
supplement. For more information call 654-2424.
Female roommate wanted for summer and/or
fall semester. Two bedrooms. Close to campus.
One-half rent and utilities. Call 654-9330.

Kayak, Rivermaster hollowform, air bags,
perception skirt and paddle-$295. Call 287-3776
(Anderson).
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PERSONALS
Link, Pete, and company - Lights, camera, action. When do we start filming GPR 0.077 Julie.

T
S(

To CrE 403: There are some "special houses" in
Athens, and I was hoping to see one. T.T.
C(

Want a professional haircut or perm for half the
price? Call Laura at 7862.
For sale: 1973 Monte Carlo. Excellent condition.
New motor. Locally owned. Asking $1,395. Call
882-9006 for information.
Yard sale: Saturday, April 9, from 9 a.m.2 p.m. at 101 Allee Street, Clemson. Lots of luggagecheap vacuum sweeper, torso exerciser, GE Show
and Tell, games, spirit duplicators, and much
more. Call 654-7987.
Yamaha P-2200 power-amp 230 wpch-nine
months left on warranty-$600. Soundcraftsman
PE-2217r pre-amp EQ-$200. Cerwin-Vega V-30
speakers with 15-inch base driver —$200 for pair.
Call 654-4954.
1974 Vega automatic-$400. Call Tommy at
654-1737 or 6690.
Apartments for rent. One 2-bedroom, unfurnished, for $200, available June 1. Several
2-bedroom, furnished, for $300, available in May
or August. Both within walking distance of cam-

T.T. —instead of spending time writing personals to The Tiger, how about grading our project. STP, Inc.

b
w
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To whomever "borrowed" my activities card, I
want you to feel at ease about the intramural suit
you have. I got to pay for it so you needn't worry
about it being stolen merchandise anymore.
Jaqueline Ann Emery.
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Happy Birthday, Donna Bowling YLLF.
Let's go DG's —Let's make it our best Dixie Day
ever.
Elroy J. —Jane said that she would give up Tarzan
only if you would give up Astro. OX S.F.
For all of you who think it might be me. Thanks
a lot. Tootsie.
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Lorri — surprise and howdy. Bryan.
Dr. L. — They're really going to choke you up
soon. Remember I tried to tell you. Star
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"STUDENT NOTICE''
FREE DELIVERY
NOW AT
MAZZIO'S PIZZA
654-9243
(2-MILE RADIUS)
SUN.-THURS. 5-10 P.M.
FBI.-SAT. 5-13 P.M.

*2.00 OFF
! ANY LARGE PIZZA
(not good with any
other promotions)

*1.00 OFF
ANY MED. PIZZA
(not good with any
other promotions)
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Entertainment
Gene Roddenberry, 'Star Trek' creator, to speak
by Bob Adams
entertainment editor
Gene Roddenberry, who created and produced the television series "Star Trek," will speak on April 11, at 7 p.m., in
Tillman Auditorium.
The series first aired on NBC in 1966 and was on for three
seasons. After it was cancelled, it went into syndication. The
popularity of the show increased, and fan clubs of "trekkies"
were formed.
Roddenberry began his career in entertainment as a
writer. He wrote scripts for television shows such as
"Goodyear Theater," "Naked City," and "Have Gun Will
Travel." He ventured into producing, and "Star Trek" was his
second production.
The presentation will begin with a showing of the original
"Star Trek" television pilot, 'The Cage." "Considered too
cerebral," it was never shown on television in this form. It will
be shown in its entirety.
'Trekkies" will gain a different persepective of the show
with the showing of a "blooper reel" with film clips from the
series.
Producer of "Star Trek-The Motion Picture" and executive consultant of "Star Trek II -The Wrath of Khan," Roddenberry will also show film of the making of the first movie.
Included will be sequences showing the creation of several of
the special effects.
The "bold and controversial" themes of the 78 television
episodes will also be discussed. Since the series ended, Roddenberry has been involved with the production of television
movies as well as two feature films. Also, Roddenberry has
produced several other series.
Lecturing has also been a steady job for the producer and
writer. He has addressed the 14th Annual Space Congress at
Cape Kennedy and was the third recipient of the American
Freedom Award. The presentation is free, and it is open to the
public.

Television producer and creator Gene Roddenberry.

Awards present another type of entertainment
by Bob Adams
entertainment editor
For the motion picture industry
and movie fans, that all-important
night is coming up April 11Academy Award night.

Flip-side
All of the usual components of
the show will be there — presenters
who cannot read their cue cards and

were overlooked for nominations,
winners who "gush" gratitude to.
every person who ever polished
his star-like fingernails, and losers
who try to look happy when they
know that many of their future
roles may depend on whether or
not the winner turns them down.
Who will be the winners this
year? The winners were decided
April 5 when the academy members
cast the ballots, and all of the guessing will end Monday night. As far
as my predictions go, here they are:

Best Actress will probably go to
Meryl Streep for her portrayal of
the title character of "Sophie's
Choice." Her closest competition
comes from Jessica Lange, who
played Frances Farmer in "Frances."
Forty-one years have passed since
the last double nominee, but Lange
will probably take home an Oscar
for Best Supporting Actress in
"Tootsie." Julie Andrews, Debra
Winger, and Sissy Spacek are all
long shots for this year.
Dustin Hoffman could possibly

have been a double nominee in the
actor and actress categories. Comedies do not usually fare as well as
dramas do, and Paul Newman and
Ben Kingsley starred in the dramas
'The Verdict" and "Gandhi."
Newman has been nominated
several times, and this may be the
year for him to win the Best Actor
award. Jack Lemmon and Peter
OToole will most likely watch
someone else accept the award —
probably Newman.
The award for Best Picture is cer-

tainly a tough one to predict, or
rather, guess. "Missing" and 'The
Verdict" bottom-out the list. Again,
'Tootsie" is a comedy, even though
it is one of my favorites of the year.
"E.T." is a very popular film, to
make an understatement. It is,
another of my favorites, but I think
the votes will go to "Gandhi." Most
people have already chosen their
own "winners," and the Oscar will
not really sway their choices. The
Oscars are just another form of
entertainment for them.

University Choral
Ensembles will
present concert
by Bob Adams
entertainment editor

I
Dhoto by Roy Irwin

Members of the concert choir rehearse for the University choral Ensembles Concert.

A spring concert will be presented
by the Clemson University Choral
Ensemble Thursday, April 14, at
8 p.m., in Tillman Hall. Admission
is free.
Willard C. Cottrell, instructor of
music, will direct the Concert
Choir, the Women's Glee Club, the
Men's Glee Club, and the 4:30
Thursday Singers at the concert.
Traditional and contemporary
selections will be presented by the
Concert Choir. "Jean" and "What
Would I Do Without My Music?"
from "Porgy and Bess" are two_
selectio/is. The choir will also per-

form Randall Thompson's "Last
Words of David" and Lassus'
"Jubilate Deo."
'The Rainbow Connection" and
"Lau Date Puerri" are two of the
pieces that the Women's Glee Club
will present. The Men's Glee Club
will perform selections including
"Standing on the Corner," 'The
Pasture," and "If Only You Had a
Moustache."
The program of the 4:30 Thursday Singers is the same one they will
present at the Great American
Choral Festival April 19. Some of
their selections are "Fame,"
"Can't Stop Dancing," and selections from "A Chorus Line."

~4i
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VOUR UNION NITE CLUB

Movies:
"Young Doctors in Love" April 7-9, 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50
"The Graduate" April 10,8 p.m., free
"Cool Hand Luke" April 11, 7p.m., $1.00
"The World According to Garp" April 14-16, GRADUATI
7 and 9:30 p.m., $1.50

Two for one show—Two bands for the
price of one, featuring "Musical
Science" and "Scorcher," April 7-8,
8 p.m., $1.00
Edgar's First Annual Shorts Contest!
Win $50! Wed., April 13, 8 p.m. ;
Applications available at Edgar's.
Rich Dixon and Friends, April 14-15,
9 p.m., $1.00

BENGAL BALL IS BACK!
Featuring Tom Parks, Marshall Chapman,
and Pure Prairie League!
$
Tickets
7.50
T-Shirts
5.00
Hats
1.00
On sale at the Union Box Office noon-5 p.m.
Wanted: Student Workers for Bengal Ball!
Signup at the Union Programming Office.

The Coffeehouse presents Bluegrass Blowout!
Featuring "Mason Dixon" in the Union Plaza,
April 22, 8-11 p.m. Refreshments will be sold.
Bring a blanket and join us!

"Antique Images"
April 13-14 in
the Loggia,
Antique Portraits
made while you wait!
Costumes available
12:30-4:30p.m., $3.50

Travel:
Biltmore House and
Gardens Tour—
April 9, 9 a.m.4 p.m., $14.50
Carowinds, April 23,
9 a.m.-9 p.m., $15

Susan Frantz, Soprano
Performance in Tillman
Auditorium — April 23, 8 p.m.
Tickets on sale
in Union Box Office:
Public $3.50, Students $2.50

Beach Music Festival!
Saturday, April 23, "Y" Beach, noon-5 p.m.
Featuring "The Embers,", "Band of Oz," "Poor Souls,"
and "Grandstrand"—Tickets in Union Box Office:
$5.00 advance/students; $7.00 advance/public;
$9.00 day of the show.
Enter the Miss Beach Music Festival Contest!

^~

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

UNION

Sun »»
entry fee.
April 14,
The two-mile rur&ejn&ih Edgar's with
two kegs of b^el^^rsjtf^lace Prize from
Knickerbocker'%! WMdjMan" cups for
first 50 runners! Kegs donated by
Budweiser)ofi ^tiderson.
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1 Committee chooses
films for next year
by Gregg Weldon
staff writer
Planning for the fall semester's
movies at the Y-theater was begun
Tuesday by the Films and Video
Committee.
The committee, a part of the
University Union, is in charge of
choosing all union movies, free
flicks, and special film events at the
Y-theater and around campus. This
week's meeting was the first of
several special gatherings to
organize next year's line-up.
'The most important films for us
are the union movies, which run
each week Thursday through Saturday," Glenda Voigt, chairperson of
the committee, said. "It's the profits
from those films that let us program
the rest of our movies."
Although no movies are definite
until a contract with the film
distributors is signed, the committee does have several possibilities.

"It'll be really hard to match the
great semester we're having at the Y
right now, but we've already come
up with some good ideas," Voigt
said.
This semester's biggest hits were
movies like "Raiders of the Lost
Ark," "Star Wars," and "Rocky III."
Next year the committee will air
"Tootsie," "An Officer and a
Gentleman," and "Creepshow." "I
have to stress that nothing is
definite yet, but things are looking
good," Voigt said.
The committee discussed the
Sunday night free flicks, the Monday night classics, and the free
movie calendar, which was experimented with last semester. Advertising, such as dining hall banners,
posters, and publicity stunts, was
also discussed.
"So far, things are falling into
place. With some good planning
and a little luck, this fall should be
great," Voigt said.

Theater expands
to three screens
during summer
by Bob Adams
entertainment editor
Moviegoers' choices will be increased when the Astro III theater
expands to three screens in May.
The present theater, which has a
capacity of 348 people, will be
divided to create two smaller
theaters, each of which will seat 164
people. A larger theater will be built
on the side-of the theater with the
parking lot, seating 264 people.
"I think three screens is going to
give people more variety. They will
not have to drive to Anderson to see
a new film," said Paul Busching,
assistant manager of the theater.
Turnover in films will be faster
since new films can play in the large
theater for the first part of their
run. They can then be switched to
the smaller theaters to complete
their run, while a new film opens in

the large theater, according to
Busching.
Busching said the expansion was
probably more profitable than
keeping the Clemson theater open.
The older theater costs more to
heat, and having all three theaters
in one location will also keep the
payroll lower.
"We are going to see how the late
show works out also. We will try to
get films other than "Monty
Python," Busching said. The expansion should be a big advantage
for the students and the town."
Construction will begin May 2,
and the theater will be closed until
May 27. Two of the features that
will play in the new theater will be
"Blue Thunder," with Roy
Scheider, and "Breathless," with
Richard Gere. "Revenge of the
Jedi" will open in June.
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FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
NEW SOUP AND SALAD BAR
3 SOUPS DAILY-9 VARIETIES
18 CONDIMENTS-36 VARIETIES
7" PIZZA • 1 ITEM
SALAD BAR
ICED TEA
7" PIZZA • 1 ITEM
SOUP BAR
ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH
SALAD BAR
ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH
SOUP BAR
ICED TEA
SOUP BAR • SALAD BAR • ICED TEA
TAKE YOUR PICK ONLY $3.59
DAILY FROM 11 A.M. TO 3 P.M. DINE IN ONLY
SALAD BAR $2 49 SOUP BAR $1 29

OPEN 'TIL 9 PM DAILY

BUY 1 FOOTLONG SANDWICH,
YOUR CHOICE
GET SECOND SANDWICH OF SAME VALUE

1

FOR /2 PRICE

GOOD FROM FRI., 4/8 THRU THURS., 4/14

FREE PIZZA
BUY 2-10* PIZZAS YOUR CHOICE SAME VALUE
GET 3rd 10" PIZZA YOUR CHOICE

FREE - SAME VALUE - FREE
GOOD FROM FRI., 4/8 THRU THURS., 4/14

PtZZA

THIS WEEK

FREE
PERMS
$

25.00

CUTS

$

8.00

THE BEAUTY
PROFESSIONALS II
BEHIND LYNCH DRUGS

654-9225

WITH ANY REGULAR-PRICE PIZZA
1
2
3
4

COKE FREE WITH EACH 10" PIZZA
COKES FREE WITH EACH 14" PIZZA
COKES FREE WITH EACH 16" PIZZA
COKES FREE WITH EACH 20" PIZZA
ENJOY CHANELO'S PIZZASFREE COKE & A SMILE
THAT'S FOR DINE IN-CARRY OUT OR
FAST, FREE, FRESH & HOT DELIVERY

CALL US AT 654-6990

I
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SetYour Sights
On Summeic
School

CATALOGS AVAILABLE
IN SIKES HALL, ROOM 012
PRE-REGISTER WITH
YOUR ADVISOR
APRIL 11-13
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Sports
Netters overcome Georgia in hard-fought match
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
When Chuck Kriese's Tiger netters met
Georgia Wednesday afternoon, the match
began with the action spread out over all six
of the courts in play at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
As the afternoon wore on and the sunlight
turned into sunset, the action began to
coalesce toward the middle three courts. And
when Richard Akel eyed a high forehand
from the Bulldogs' Alan Miller during the
14th point of a third-set tiebreaker, all attention was focused on the net of court number
two.
Akel and his number-two doubles partner,
Greg Cooper, had fought their way from a
2-4 deficit in the third set to tie at six-all,
fended off two match points in the tiebreaker, and were looking at an opportunity
to clinch the match for the eighth-ranked
Tigers.
Akel slammed the ball past Georgia's
number-two combination of Miller and Ola
Malmkarist to clinch the 5-4 win for
Clemson.
"Richard Akel is the guy who got this one
for us," Kriese said moments after the end of
the match. "If it hadn't been for his guts, we
wouldn't have been in this match."
"I really don't know what to say," Akel
said. "I just wanted to get the point and the
match over with.
"Coop [Cooper] really got me going
today," he said. "Whenever he gets going,
that's when I get going."
With the score tied at 3-all after the conclusion of singles play, the Tigers needed to pick
up two out of three of the doubles matches to
win over the 14th-ranked Bulldogs.Joe Hellman and Tom Foster won for
Georgia at number-one doubles with a 6 — 4,
,6-3 victory over Clemson's Jean Desdunes
and Rick Rudeen.
Miguel Nido and Andy Krantz won at
number-three doubles 7-5, 6-7, 6-2, to tie
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Miquel Nido attempts a passing backhand during the Tigers' Wednesday
afternoon defeat of the Georgia Bulldogs.
the match at 4-all, leaving the outcome of the
afternoon dependent on the end of the Akel /
Cooper-Miller / Malmkarist showdown.
Akel and Cooper won the first set 6-4, but
fell in the second, 5-7. After going ahead 3-0
in the final set, Miller's service began to
falter, giving the Tiger pair an opening with
which it could pull off the win.
Clemson brought the set to 2-4, and Miller
served up three straight double faults in the
seventh game to bring the Tigers within one
of the Bulldogs.
With an ace by Cooper to capture the
eighth game, Clemson had knotted the score
at 4-4.

Malmkarist served a winner to put the
Bulldogs back on top at 5-4, but Akel tied
the score in the 10th with an overhead slam.
With the score tied at 5-all, Miller served
up a winner to give the Bulldogs a 6-5 lead,
but the Tigers held in the 12th game to force
the tiebreaker.
Early on in the tiebreaker, Akel and
Cooper found themselves down 2-4, but
scratched back within one at 4-5. The
Bulldogs broke in the 10th point for a 6-4
lead and a match point, but Akel held on his
second service opportunity to bring the
Tigers within one at 5-6, and Miller doublefaulted to tie the score at 6-all.

Miller committed yet another doublefault
to put the Tigers on top, 7-6, and Akel
smashed home the winning shot on the 14th
point.
'The credit has to go to Richard [Akel],"
Kriese said. 'That's the second time this year
he's done that. He won it for us up at Duke,
too."
In singles play, Rick Rudeen won in
straight sets at number-one seed, 6-4, 6-1.
Akel lost his number-two singles match, 6-4,
4-6, 4-6.
Desdunes lost at number-three, 2-6, 6-2,
3-6, and Andy Krantz lost at number-four
singles, 4-6, 4-6. Miguel Nido won his
singles at number-five seed, 7-6, 6-4, and
Richard Matazewski won at number six by
default, 6-3, 0-1.
"We really appreciated all the fan support,"
Rudeen said of the 2000 fans who were present for the match. "Everybody really helped
us pull it out towards the end."
The win over Georgia came on the heels of
three Atlantic Coast Conference wins for the
Tigers. Clemson downed North Carolina 5-4
last Thursday in Clemson, beat Duke 6-3,
and rolled over NC State 9-0.
Clemson trailed 2-4 after the conclusion of
singles play against the Tarheels, but swept
the doubles play to pick up the conference
win.
Desdunes and Rudeen won their singles at
number-four and number-five singles,
respectively.
Against Duke, the Tigers split in singles
competition, but swept the double to take the
6-3 win over the Blue Devils. Akel, Krantz,
and Nido won in their respective seeds.
The Tigers swept the Wolfpack 9-0 to pick
up crucial points going into the conference
tournament.
Clemson upped its record to 19-9 after the
wins this past week, with matches against
Furman and South Carolina coming up.
After the Tigers meet the Paladins and the
Gamecocks, they will travel to Atlanta, Ga.,
for the ACC championships.

Orange & White game Saturday
by Tim Brady
staff writer
"As far as this spring goes, compared to others, we've made a lot of
progress in some areas, and haven't
made much progress in other
areas," said football coach Danny
Ford. "It's been a normal spring, but
we've had too many injuries."
Spring practice will end this
Saturday with the annual OrangeWhite game. This game allows the
team to split up and play for the
bragging rights, and it gives Tiger
football fans a preview of what's to
come in the fall.
Rosters for Saturday's intrasquad scrimmage have been set as
follows:

photo by Roy Irwin

An injured Anthony Parete spots an open receiver.

Orange squad
The Orange team's defense will
be anchored by William Perry, who
is now playing at 325-lbs. Seniors
James Robinson and Ray Brown
will start at defensive tackle, while
sack specialist Edgar Pickett will be
at defensive end.
Either Joe Swinfold or Caulder
Settles should be at the bandit
position.
Chuckie Richardson, the only experienced linebacker on the team,
will also play on the Orange squad.
Ally Fuqua and Kevin Gemas will
also be linebackers for the Orange
team. Cornerback duties will be
handled by juniors Tyrone Davis,
Ken Yow, and John Duncan. Senior

Jeff Suttle will be at strong safety.
Richard Donaldson and A. J.
Johnson will be playing at the free
safety position.
Donald Igwebuike will be the
placekicker, and junior Dale
Hatcher will play on both teams.
The offensive line of the Orange
team will be anchored by senior
Gary Massaro. Andy Cheatham
and Reid Ingle will make up the experienced right side of the offensive
line. Alex Hudson and Jeff Lytton
will be on the other side of the
center.
Junior K. K. Dunn will occupy
the tight end spot.
The Orange team has little experience at the quarterback spot,
with either Todd Heniford or Dean
Riedo at this position. Senior Kevin
Mack will play at the fullback slot.
Sophomores Terrance Flagler and
Steve Griffin and senior Wilbur
Bullard will complete the Orange
squad's offensive backfield.
Two returning receivers will fill
out the Orange's offense. Both
Kendall Alley and Richard Butler
have had good spring practices.
Overall, the Orange squad
should have an outstanding defensive line and a strong running game
due to their experienced running
backs and interior defensive
players.
White team
William Devane, the other half of
the "Bruise Brothers," will be- the

middle guard for the White team,
senior Jim Scott and sophomore
Steve Berlin will be the defensive
tackles.
Ray Brown, who has a good shot
at playing starting "bandit" end this
fall, will probably take that spot
this weekend.
Henry Walls and Mike Jollay,
both freshmen, will be among the
linebackers for the White squad.
Tyron Davis, Reggie Pleasant,
and Vandell Arrington will lend experience at the cornerback spot for
the White secondary.
Tim Childers, strong safety, and
Ronald Watson, free safety, complete a strong defensive secondary
for the White team.
The White's offensive unit will be
led by Anthony Parete. Fullback
Kevin Mack and tailbacks Kenny
Flowers and Stacey Driver will give
the White squad a strong backfield.
Consistency will probably be a
problem for the wide receivers
since they have little experience.
Freshmen Shelton Boyer and Ray
Williams, along with sophomore
Bruce Bacon, are among the wide
receiver corps for the White squad.
Junior Dale Swing and freshman
Eric Nix will snap the ball. Jamie
Farr will be the most proven
lineman on the squad at right
guard. Steve Reece will be the other
guard. Sophomores Dean Herman
and David Clayton, along with
freshman John Watson, will be at
tackle.
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Wolfpack snaps baseball Tigers' win streak at seven
by Bond Nickles
staff writer
The baseball team's recent winning streak was abruptly halted in
Raleigh Sunday in a crucial conference game against NC State. The
game pitted two of the Atlantic
Coast Conference's top baseball
squads against each other as both
the Wolfpack and the Tigers had
only one league loss going into the
contest.
Tiger ace Jeff Gilbert started on
the mound for Clemson, but lasted'
only two complete innings. State
scored two runs in the first inning
when catcher Jim Toman singled to
bring in two of his teammates.
Leading 2-0 in the bottom of the
third, Gilbert yielded his third and
final run. Third baseman Tracy
Woodson cracked in his third home
run of the year, and the Pack was
comfortably ahead by one.
It wasn't Until the fifth inning that
the Tigers finally got on the scoreboard. David Lemaster and Jamie
Swanner singled. Aided by two
Wolfpack errors and a Jim
McCollom sacrifice fly, two runs
were scored for the Tigers to cut the
State lead to one.
State retaliated in the bottom of
the fifth a run of its own, but the

Tigers came back in the sixth to tie
the score in impressive fashion.
Lemaster collected his second hit
of the game, this one a solo homer
to cut the lead to one again. Then
Craig Roberson smashed a home
run of his own; and the game was
knotted at four.
But the seventh inning proved to
be fatal for the Tigers. Reliever
Donnie Hoover gave up a triple to
the 'Pack's Woodson, and Woodson
scored on Toman's single. A hit batter and an error on a potential double play resulted in another run.
State hung on to win 6-4.
Clemson, 4; East Tennessee
State, 2
The Buccaneers scored their two
runs early as they hopped on Parrish
in the first inning. Ron Powell
doubled and was knocked in by
Wayne Dannenburg for the first
run. Dannenberg later scored on a
Tiger error.
The Tigers cut the lead in half in
the bottom of the first. Frank Russ
singled and scored when McCollom
doubled.
The second inning saw the Bucs'
lead disappear for good. This time,
Billy Davis singled and scored after
a David Lemaster double.
In the Tiger half of the third, Russ

Tracksters drop meet
When the track team met Auburn
Saturday, coach Sam Colson didn't
double and triple his entries to ensure a Clemson win.
"We ran this meet so we could
prepare for the conference meet,"
Colson said. "Realistically, we
could have won the meet if we had
doubled and tripled in every event."
The Tigers lost to Auburn 74-87.
Clemson picked up four firstplace finishes in the longer distance
events, as Andrew West topped the
3000-meter steeplechase competition, Jim Haughey won the
5000-meter, Wybo Lelieveld placed
first in the 800-meter, and Hans
Koelman won the 1500-meter.
Griffiths won the 400-meter race
for Auburn, and McDougald picked
up a first-place finish in the
400-meter hurdles for the War
Eagles.
Auburn won the 1600-meter relay by virtue of a Clemson forfeit.
In the field events, Clemson picked

up four first-place finishes. Andy
Heister won the discus with a
150'8" toss, while Jeff Jones leaped
23-0 in the long jump to win the
event.
John Seybold topped the javelin
competition with a 243-10 throw,
and Mike Spiritoso tossed the shot
54-3 to win the shot put event.
"We ran Auburn about the same
time last year," Colson said, "and
we're about as far along now as we
were then.
"We'll go to the Dogwood Relays
[April 8 and 9 at Knoxville, Tenn.]
to try to get some of our sprinters
tuned up for the ACC meet," he
said.
Colson's women's 4 X 1500-meter
relay team set a new collegiate
record in the Georgia Relays last
week. The team, consisting of Tina
Krebs, Judith Shepherd, Cindy
Duarte, and Stephanie Weikert, ran
an 18:32:00 to set the new record.

scored on Bob Paulling's two-out
single. Roberson and Steve VanDyke
singled, scoring Paulling, and giving the Tigers their final winning
margin of 4-2.
Clemson, 8; Western Carolina, 4
The Tigers captured their 20th
win Tuesday afternoon in the rain
against Western Carolina with a
13-hit, 8-4 victory. The game was
delayed after the Catamounts
scored twice in the top of the first.
Play resumed about a half hour
later, and Frank Russ began his hitting show. After Brooks Shumake
hit a flyball out to center field, Russ
jumped on a Ken Hare pitch and
sent it over the left field fence.
A scoreless second inning was
followed by two more Tiger runs in
the third. Russ collected a double
and was driven home by a
McCollom double. McCollom then
scored when Paulling singled him
in.
Scott Powers scored the Tigers'
fourth run in the fourth inning
when, after getting on base by an
error, he scampered home on Russ'
third extra-base hit of the
afternoon.
Mel Kingsley of the Catamounts
knocked a home run in the sixth inning to cut the lead to one, 4-3. But
the Tigers put the game away in the
eighth.
Paulling's third hit of the day, a
home run with two men on base,
and an additional Tiger run in the
same inning made it 804 with only
one out. The rain finally put an end
to the game, however, and the contest was stopped, giving Clemson
the win. The victory upped Clemson's
record to 20-11-1.
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Lynn Martin watches as his pitch approaches the plate.
Pitching has been instrumental in the Tigers' winning ways of
late.

INTERESTED IN
PLAYING FULL
CONTACT FOOTBALL
NEXT FALL?
COME TO THE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
OF

CLEMSON CLUB
FOOTBALL
654-3000

TUESDAY, APRIL 12
7:30 P.M.
STUDENT SENATE CHAMBERS

We Deliver—Free:
Good Pizza
vs.

Fast Pizza

FOR MORE INFO CALL

DAVIS PELFREY 654-6151 or
MIKE ROBERDS 656-7471
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Bjorn Borg: he deserved better
K\r
Alran f~"-*r\ns\r%
by Alan
Cannon
sports editor
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It didn't have to end this way.
As I read depressing accounts of
|Bjorn Borg's last days as a professional tennis player, I can't help but
think that there had to be a better
way.

Sports
Analy:ISIS
It seems a shame that Borg had to
be banished to spend his last days as
a pro athlete whacking away at
balls in cheaply promoted exhibition matches.
It just doesn't seem fitting for the
man who dominated his sport, as
Borg has over the past eight years,
to finish up his career as an attraction in a sporting side show.
Who can forget his incredible
35-match winning streak on the
lawns of Wimbledon, or his unquestionable domination of the
French Open over the past several
years?
And I daresay his defeat of John
McEnroe in the 1980 finals of
Wimbledon will go down as the
best match in the history of tennis.
How could Borg forsake all his
past glories and allow himself to be
quietly ushered out the door of the
sporting world a mere rarity, someone who was able to win the big
one a few times?
I suppose his troubles all started
back when he had his Wimbledon
streak snapped at the hands of
McEnroe in the 1981 finals.
That match was the first time that
Borg ever looked human to me.
Before, he had always seemed like
some sort of tennis machine, programmed to return shots ad infinitum until he was able to force
his opponent into an error.
But when McEnroe finally snapped
Borg's stronghold on the lawns of
the All-England Lawn Tennis Club,
Borg didn't seem quite the
unbeatable force that he had
before.
And when McEnroe turned the
Swede away at the US Open in
Fluching Meadow, N.Y., it seemed
that our champion in tennis shorts
was finally starting to wear down.
But, I said, there's always next
year. Icouldn't wait to see old Bjorn
gallivanting around on the grass,
making short work of his lesser
challengers.
But Borg decided that he had had
enough of tennis for awhile. His announcement that he was taking the
year off to try to rekindle his competitive desire was the beginning of
the end.
As the spring of 1982 rolled
around and I started to begin my
annual preparation for the
Wimbledon Championships, I was
shocked when I read that Borg
would not be allowed to participate
unless he qualified.
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I can't say that I blame Borg for
his refusal to qualify, but I can't
find fault in the Men's International
Tennis Council's decision not to exempt Borg from qualifying require-'
ment either.
Some critics say that Borg was
afraid to play and that the qualifying conflict was merely a convenient excuse for him not to participate.
I feel that the problem was merely
a comedy of circumstance and that
there wasn't anything anybody
could do to alleviate the problem.
But there had to be a more ap-
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propriate way for Borg to end his
long-lauded career. He couldn't
have needed the money he received
from his recent tour across the
United States, and if he did need the
cash, there's no way he could have
needed it badly enough to prostitute his talents so blatantly.
There had to be some quality
tournament going on somewhere in
which Borg could have closed out
his career as a winner.
After all, if anybody deserved a
class exit, it was Bud Collins' "archangle of center court, crowned with
his elastic halo," Bjorn Borg.

March 31 through April 6
Baseball
Clemson, 4; East Tennessee State, 2
Clemson, 4; NC State, 6
Clemson, 8; Western Carolina, 4

Men's Tennis
Clemson, 5; North Carolina, 4
Clemson, 6; Duke, 3
Clemson, 9; NC State, 0
Clemson, 5; Georgia, 4

Men's Track
Clemson, 74; Auburn, 87
Women's Track
4X1500 meter relay team in
Georgia Relays 18:32:00 (New
collegiate record)
Golf
Southeastern Intercollegiate
fourth place finish in team competition

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
It takes more than 16
that most of the men
months of intensive
who operate the
training to become a
reactors in private
fully qualified officer in
industry started in the
the Nuclear Navy. You
Nuclear Navy.)
begin with four months
It takes more time
of leadership training.
and more effort to
Then as a Navy officer
become an officer in the
you get a full year of
Nuclear Navy. But the
graduate-level training
rewards are greater, too.
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
The rewards can begin as early as
Navy training is based on more than
your junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
the Navy will pay you approximately
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America. And the
After four years, with regular
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
promotions and salary increases, you can
sophisticated in the world. That's why
be earning as much as $37,400. That's on
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes
most sophisticated in the world.
medical and dental care, and 30 days'
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
vacation earned every year. More
you have decision-making authority
responsibility, more money, more future.
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
ment responsibility
engineering or the
fast. Because in the
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W208
physical sciences, and
INFORMATION CENTER
Navy, as your knowlP.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
you want to know more
edge grows, so does
□ Please send me more information about
about a future in
becoming.an officer in the Nuclear Navy.
(0N)
your responsibility.
nuclear power, fill in
Name.
Your training and
First
(Please Print I
Last
the coupon.
Address.
-Apt. #_
experience place you
Today's Nuclear
City.
State
-Zip.
among the country's
Navy is an opportunity
Age_
tCollege/University
most qualified profeslike no other in the
$Year in College
.♦GPA.
sionals. (No surprise
world.
AMajor/Minor
Phone Number

I Area Code)
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to
furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast
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Ladies eye upcoming matches
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
As he stares the ACC tournament
in the face, women's tennis coach
Andy Johnston says he is feeling
confident about his team's chances
for repeating as league champions.
"If we play up to our capabilities
and execute well," he said, "we
should be able to win it.
"It we don't," Johnston said, "I'll
probably be suicidal."
His Lady Tiger netters will face
South Carolina Friday afternoon at
2 p.m. in Clemson, and will meet
NC State and North Carolina
Saturday and Sunday.
Johnston said the North Carolina
match would be extremely crucial
for his team in the conference race.
"North Carolina is the match for
us," he said. "If we can beat North
Carolina, then well be looking really
good for the championship with our
duals record."
Under the new conference rules,
a team's dual match record will
count 40 percent toward its standing in the conference, while its
tournament finish will make up 60
percent of its seeding.
The South Carolina match is an
important one for his team,
Johnston said. The Lady Tigers
have lost to the Lady Gamecocks in
both of their previous meetings this
year, but Johnston said he felt confident of his team's chances.
McDonalds will give free Big
Macs to the first 25 spectators for
Friday afternoon's match with the
fifith-ranked Lady Gamecocks from
South Carolina.

Photo by Mark Bailey

Melissa Siegler lunges for a backhand during a recent
Lady Tiger tennis practice. She and her teammates are busy
preoaring for upcoming matches with south Carolina, NC
State, and North Carolina.
_____^_^_^__^_

SMILING,HAPPY,CONFIDENT,OUTGOING,CARING,
YOUNG MEN & WOMEN WHO ARE INTERESTED IN...
MEETIIV — other
high
caliber
young adults with similar ambitions
and goals and sharing with them the
fun of hard work and a season of
planned social activities.
GREETIPT — the public on a day
by day basis and gaining the satisfaction of helping others enjoy
themselves.
EARPtlPT — a substantial degree of
financial independence.
LEARNI1V — the principles and
procedures of business and management by being part of the exciting entertainment and recreation in
dustry.

• GROWIIV — In experience, and
Knowledge while adding an Impressive addition to your resume. Over
80% of Six Hags current management started in host and hostess positions.
• SHARIIV — the outdoor beauty
and atmosphere of our beautiful
park with new friends and guests.
• PLEAS1N' — yourself in theknowledge you are a notch above the
norm to be chosen as a Six nags
host or hostess.
• HELPIPT — others enjoy their leisure time and providing them with
guidance and assistance.

• WORKIN' —hard at having fun in
beautiful Atlanta - the center of excitement in the Southeast.
I
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SSffifiB
APPLY 111 PERSON
9:OOAM - 5:00 PM
Monday, Tuesday and Saturday OMLY.
SIX TLAOS PERSONNEL OmCE
EOEM/r

NUCLEAR FREEZE?
"With nuclear confrontation staring them in the face, the
superpowers are running out of time.
time is of the essence, we're told.
Suppose a nuclear war were to occur relatively soon. What
would be the result? This question was presented by the Royal
Swedish Academy of Science to 13 different experts who are
authorities on various subjects.
It was assumed the northern part of the globe, possibly
Russia and the United States, would feel the brunt of such an
attack with the.following shocking results:
"These scientists estimated that 750,000,000people would
perish immediately. An additional 350,000,000 people would
die within a few weeks because of injuries."
It is further declared, "Reliable medical help would not be
available because most of the health care facilities would either
be destroyed, unusable or not functioning."
Furthermore, the explosion of nuclear weapons would,
cause such tremendous heat that cities, with all their chemical
plants, oil fields, forests, and agricultural areas, would be
destroyed by fire and unable to recuperate for many years.
We're told, "Millions of tons of heavy dust will reach into
the atmosphere and will darken the sun for several months."
One can't help but ponder the words of Joel and repeated
by Peter at Pentecost when he said "The sun shall be turned
into darkness, and the moon into blood before that great and
notable day of the Lord come. " (Acts 2:20)
We're reminded by these scientists, "The oceans would
not be spared, as nuclear waste will 6c washed into the water
and life there, too, will cease to exist."
Is that not a reminder of the book of the Revelation where,
as a result of the vials of wrath outpoured upon the earth, we
read, "The sea . . . became as the blood of a dead man: and
every living soul died in the sea." (Rev. 16:3)
Now, when it comes to discussing these matters, no one
wants to think it will happen.
In Ezekiel we have a principle put forth by the Almighty,
who says, "If thou doest not speak to warn the wicked from
his way, that wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his
blood will I require at thy hand. Nevertheless, if thou warn the
wicked of his way to turn from it; if he do not turn from his
way, he shall, die in his iniquity; but thou has delivered thy
soul." (Ezek. 33:8b-9)
Beloved is this not how we should feel? Are we not responsible for warning of what's ahead? And, as John the Baptist
urged men to "flee the wrath to come," should this not be our
message? For we see safety and preservation the lot of believers who are ready to meet the Lord at His coming. In fact,
this may be the only hope for earth dwellers with any
assurance that we will be spared annihilation in a nuclear
blast.
. ,
Not for the purpose of frightening anyone, but Jeremiah,
sees the day coming when "the dead shall be from one end of
the earth to the other, they shall not be lamented neither
gathered nor buried; they shall be dung upon the ground." (Jer.
25:33b)
■
.,
T
On the other hand, we hear the words of Jesus, who said:
"Let not your heart be troubled; ye believe in God, believe
also in me. In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were
not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and
receive you unto myself; that where lam, there ye may be
also." (John 14:1-3)
Is this your hope?
Would you be ready were our Lord to return yet today?
The Lord has impressed upon us to speak out on what the Bible
says will happen in the day that will mark His appearing.
As we read in Luke 17:29, "But the same day that Lot
went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven
and destroyed them all Even thus shall it be in the day when
the Son of man is revealed" (Lu. 17:29-30)
Who knows whether in the middle of some night a button
will be pushed in Moscow that will send ICBMs our way?
What preparation will be made then to try to escape this coming "hell on earth"?
The time to prepare is now.
As Jesus said "Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that
ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that
shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man."
Are you watching? Are you praying? Are you ready?
If not, pray this prayer: "Lord Jesus, I want to be ready
for your coming. I do here and now invite you to come into my
heart to forgive me of all my sins and take over the throne of
my life."
This is a day to turn from sin to trust the Saviour. And be
ye therefore ready also, for in such an hour as ye think not, the
Son of man cometh.
If you have prayed this prayer, sign your name and address. I'll send you some helpful information for your new life
in Christ.

SIGNED
.
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
SEND TO PASTOR HUGH McCOY, P.O. BOX 1643,
CLEMSON, S.C. 29631
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Tina Krebs: plenty of promise
by Emily Wood
staff writer
After Tina Krebs won the 1983 NCAA 1500-meter championship in Pontiac, Mich., everyone began speculating on the
Holbaek, Denmark native's chances at the 1984 Olympic
games —everyone, that is, except Tina.
Surprisingly, the 19-year-old freshman is taking her running career one step at a time, and she is unwilling to set any
long-term goals.
Tina sees next summer's Olympic games as "a bit too far
away to think about now." Her mind is occupied, instead,
with the many races and championships in which she will participate before 1984.
Her main goal now is improvement in the 800-meter, in
which she said she hopes to break the two-minute barrier.
With the world record in that event currently held by the
Russian Nadyesda Olizarenko, this seems to be a difficult task.
But for Tina, it is a realistic one. Her personal best time is
2:06. "She should run sub-two minutes by this summer," head
track coach Sam Colson said, "and that should be fast enough
to get her on the Danish Olympic team."
Tina will run her first 800-meter race of the year at the
Dogwood Relays April 8, where she hopes to compete against
Delissa Walton, last year's national champion, from the
University of Tennessee.
'Tina needs a chance to run against someone," said
Colson. "If there's no one in the 800, we have her entered in the
1500 also; and well have her run that one instead."
Clemson's first top woman
By winning the NCAA 1500s, Tina became the first
woman to ever win a national title while at Clemson. The meet
was also Tina's first national competition in the United States.
It was the first time she ever ran on a board track, and most
importantly, the first time she went out and held first place
from start to finish.
"I just went out and ran my own race," she said. "When I
got to the final straight-away, I could hear everybody behind
me; but since they didn't come up beside me, I knew I had it
won."
Although her qualifying time ranked Tina number one
before the race, she anticipated plenty of competition. After
fighting a case of Achille's tendonitis for three weeks prior to
the nationals, she was far from her peak on the day of the race.
"She wasn't ready for the nationals," said Wayne
Coffman, Clemson's assistant women's track and cross country coach. "She was 80 percent at best, since two weeks before
the race, we couldn't give her as fast a workout as we wanted
for fear that she would re-injure her Achille's."
National competition
Although she is not an American, Tina places a great deal
of importance on national competition here.
"It's important because I spend a lot of time training here,"
she said. "If I don't run well, it's a waste of time; and then I
might as well go home. She said she came to Clemson to improve her performance.
Why the United States? She said that two basic reasons,
good weather and good coaching, drew her here. Denmark, a

country which is warm for only three months per year, is most
often windy, cold and rainy.
The typical winter day stays dark long after the Danes
arise; and by four o'clock, after only five or six hours of
daylight, the countryside is again covered by darkness.
The southern United States' contrast of mild winters and
sunny skies offered a powerful incentive to the runner, who
needed to "put in the miles" regardless of the weather.
Apart from suffering through poor weather in Denmark,
Tina also found herself without a reliable training program
when she outgrew her local club.
"It was organized," she said, "but still I was never sure if I
had a coach every day to look after me." After being contacted
by Wake Forest's head track coach, Ramsey Thomas, she
decided to look into American programs in which she could be
sure "to have organized practice and somebody to train with
every day."
Tina was in contact with several other American universities, including Maryland, Iowa State, and NC State; but she
decided on Clemson. _
'The coaches don't pressure us here," Tina said. "If we
don't want to run a certain race, we don't have to; and if we
get injured, they want to make sure that we recover fully
before racing again."
Earlier competition
As a young girl, Tina's first sport was swimming, but after
four years of competition, she grew bored and began looking
for something else.
When she and her twin sister, Trine, showed an interest in
running at age 12, they were directed to the local track club.
As Tina's involvement in the club gradually grew, her
talents flourished in the pressure-free environment in which
she trained only two or three days per week.
"I did well in those meets that I did run in," Tina said, "and
my coach was aware that he couldn't push me."
Although her parents never pressured Tina to perform
well, she said they always showed an interest in her running.
Their casual attitude led Tina to take a dim view of parents
who force their children to compete.
"I hate that, because it's not the children's will — it's either
their parents or coaches who push them," Tina said. "Of course
they [the children] want their parents to like them, so they do
what they're told. Later, when they get older, they usually
stop running altogether."
After three years of taking it easy on the track, Tina
found herself getting serious about running. She trained and
improved constantly for the next three years before coming to
Clemson.
During that time, Tina won the 400-meter and 800-meter
in the Danish National Junior Championships, and placed second in the Junior Cross Country Championships.
Even with her success in cross country, Tina still considers
the sport a step toward improving her times on the track.
'That kind of workout will help me mentally and physically," said Tina. "It's hard to concentrate for 5000 meters,
especially while running uphill and downhill."
Tina believes that because of her added strength, the
1500-meter will eventually replace the 800-meter as her best
event. Although both take a combination of strength and

Tina Krebs
speed, the 1500-meter favors the strongest runner. Colson
agreed, predicting that Tina could run 3000 meters in nine
minutes right now.
Since Tina's favorite event is still the 800 and she believes
that it will be a difficult transition to 1500-meter, she is not
planning to make the move soon.
To do so, she would have to work more on strength and
give up some of the speed work she enjoys.
Hopes for the future
Although Tina usually thinks no further ahead than her
next few races, her coaches do; and they have high expectations for her in the future.
"She'll be one of the top girls in the country next fall,"
Coffman said. "She didn't have the background this year, and
she ran great. Next year she'll have the experience.
'Tina hasn't scratched the surface of her talent yet," he
said. "As she does, she'll get faster and faster. It's hard to say
how far she will go, but I know that on a team of nationalcaliber runners, Tina is the most talented runner I have ever
coached."
Improvements since Clemson
In the seven months that Tina has been at Clemson, she
has continued to improve. With the only major difference in
her training being increased mileage, she attributes her
improvement to training for and racing in cross country competition last fall. Before coming to Clemson, Tina averaged
running 25 miles per week; and now her average is more than 50.
"It has made me a lot stronger," she said. "I'm able to do
many more volume-interval workouts that I couldn't do
before."
When recruiting her, Colson didn't expect Tina to be influential on last fall's squad; but he believed that after a year of
training, she would be a more important member of the team.
She scored in the conference meet, regional meet, and national meet, where she helped the team to a fifth-place finish in
the NCAA.
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APPALACHIAN TRAIL
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You want to be a sportswriter? Here's what you do
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
If at some point in your life, you find
yourself unemployed and unemployable, and
you can't scrape up enough cash to catch the
next Braves' game, have no fear because you
can always turn to sportswriting for your
livelihood.

Trailing
the Tiger
Being a sportswriter isn't a bad way to
spend the rest of your life. You get to hobnob
around with a few pseudo-celebrities, every
now and then someone reads something
you've written and is genuinely informed by
it, and you get into a lot of sporting events
free.
And not only do you get into these contests free, but you are also granted the
privilege of sitting in press row. Press row is
that mythical place reserved for members of
the sporting journalism family.
This family to which I am referring is that
select group of people who have decided, like
you, to spend their lives hanging around,
talking about, and writing about sports.
Almost all of them smoke. Every last one
of them can tell you about a better game he
saw last month, last year, or back when
Nance was still around.
Qualifications
But don't think you can just step in and
become a sportswriter right away. You have
to have a few basic skills in order to report on
the athletic world like a true sportswriter
should.
First of all, you have to be absolutely sure
that you have the calling to become a good

sportswriter. When you open your morning
paper and turn past the front page stories on
the presidential assassination, past the stories
on the governor's resignation, and past Dear
Abby and the comics, just so you can find
out who won the Dodgers-Padres' game, then
you know you've got the intrinsic dedication
to become a good sporting journalist.
Second, a good sportswriter should always
be able to cough up a few juicy statistics for
his readers whenever he feels stuck. It doesn't
matter that no one cares how many altered
shots per game with which Ralph Sampson is
credited; the only thing that matters is how
many inches of newspaper space you are filling up.
As long as you keep in mind the old saying, "When in danger, or in doubt, just stick
in a stat, and it'll help you out," you'll never
be in any real danger of running out of something to say.
Third, you should be able to pass a simple
lingo test before you try to make your mark
in the world of sports media.
The usual SAT (Sportswriting Aptitude
Test) would have questions similar to these:
1) Which of the following play(s) on a
football field?
a) Gridders.
b) Football players.
c) Pigskin corps.
d) All of the above.
2) What is a netter?
a) A mammal which inhabits the
northern tip of Pickens County
almost exclusively.
b) A tennis player.
c) A P-Plant employee who installs nets
in the basketball goals all over
campus.
3) T or F. A thinclad is a freshman coed on
the verge of passing out while on her

first date at Clemson.
4) Harrier is a term used to describe a:
a) Cross country runner.
b) USC coed's legs.
c) Both.
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5) The three-point basket and the
30-second shot clock are:
a) Parts of a Commie plot.
b) Parts of a Big Ten conference plot.
c) The best thing to happen to college
basketball.
If you passed the test (one correct answer is
all that is needed to record a passing performance), then you're ready to become a fullfledged sportswriter.
Rites of passage
Now all you need are a few basic
necessities in order to matriculate into the
brotherhood of sportswriting.
First of all, you're going to need a few
cheap ball point pens. Along with your
writing instruments, you'll need plenty of
steno pads so that you can have something
convenient upon which to write all those bits
of wisdom that you'll pick up from the
coaches and administrators you'll be covering.
And finally, you'll need a job. This could
turn out to be the most difficult part of your
search, but never fear because it doesn't really
matter where you start off. As long as you fill
your prose with cliches, awkward grammar,
and tangled metaphors, you'll go far in the
world of sports mediae
Who knows? Maybe one day you'll win a
Pulitzer Prize like Red Smith did, and you'll
get to write a regular column in The New
York Times. If you do, be sure to give me a
call. I'll probably still be sitting at the sports
desk of The Tiger, pecking away at another
of my award-winning columns.
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Can you write a caption for this
photo?
Take this simple test and find out if
you have what it takes to become a
top-notch sports journalist. ,
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